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This issue of the Atmy RD&A Magazine examines the materiel acquisition process of a particular
commodity-missiles. Our intention is to provide a look at the acquisition process through a discus
sion of some of the organizations and individuals that are directly involved in the Army's missile
programs.

Featured articles include repons on two missile systems that are nearing the end of the acquisition
cycle-the Multiple Launch Rocket System and the TOW 2 missile. These systems illustrate two
widely differently approaches to achieving the successful development and fielding of a new system.

An article on missile testing at White Sands Missile Range illustrates one of the many contribu
tions that the test community makes in the acquisition process, while another article describes the
process of initiating development of a new system. Finally, because knowing where we came from
can provide a peek at where we are going, we have provided a brief history of the Army missile pro
gram from the mid-1940's to the present.

The sum of these articles is a snapshot of the acquisition of a single commodity. By using an
organizational lens we hope we have presented a picture that can be broadened to include all
commodities.

The Editors



Fiber Optic Guided Missile . . .

How Development of a New System Begins

By Dave Harris

There have been a few shining mo
ments worth remembering in the
evolution of the way the Army ac
quires its missile and rocket systems.
Consider, for example, a May morn
ing in 1942 when it got its fust. Two
Army officers went to a firing range
at Aberdeen Proving Ground that
morning intent on trying out their
homemade prototype of an infantry
antitank weapon. At that time these
officers, MAJ Leslie A. Skinner and
CPT Edward G. Uhl, constituted the
sole rocket development effott of the
entire U.S. Army.

They carried with them a simple
steel tube open at both ends, fitted
with crude grips, a wooden shoulder
rest, trigger and battery powered fir·
ing mechanism and nine small
rockets. Skinner made the rockets in
his home workshop, hand loaded
them and mounted inert M-lO gre·
nades on their business ends.

The M-I0, which was ordered into
mass production in 1941, repre
sented the Army's first application of
the lined shaped charge warhead. It
was a formidable weapon, capable of
punching holes in tank armor that
conventional explosives hardly
dented. However, the M-lO had one
major problem, discovered only after
it was coming off the production line
by the thousands.

The M-lD's heavy recoil made the
3-pound grenade almOSt impossible
to fire from a rifle or machine gun.
Since that was the way it was in·
tended to be used in combat, the
Army, in May 1942, was the unhap
py owner of a rapidly growing pile of
letlliiJ but useless munitions.

Frantic efforts to devise some
means to shoot the things were get-

ring nowhere. Skinner and Uhl ar
rived at the range while a multi.
starred audience was watching a for·
mal demonstration of the latest ex
perimental M-lD launchers. Unno
ticed, they took a position some
distance away with their homemade
prototype.

When the target tank came their
way to make a turn, Ub! shouldered
the launcher and Skinner loaded a
rocket. Uhl fired and hit the tank.
Before the tank could complete its
tum, Skinner took the launcher and
hit it with another round. They
quickly found themselves in the
center of the group which had been
watching the formal demonstration.
Skinner hand~d the launcher to MG
G. M. Barnes of Ground Forces De
velopment and described how it
worked. General Barnes took a shot,
hit the tank and ordered the
Bazooka-as soldiers later called it
into production on the spot.

A few days later the Army con
tracted with General Electric to make
5,000 Bazookas in 30 days. Six
months later American soldiers took
them into combat in North Africa.

The Bazooka, the Army's fust
rocket propelled weapon that
worked, became a legend. During
the next four decades, the weapons
that followed it into service became
more complex. So did the process the
Army used to acquire them.

Today, well defined acquisition
guidelines provide a roadmap for
procuring major weapons systems
from inception through deployment.
However, no twO systems follow the
same route. The Multiple Launch
Rocket System, for example, has jUst
become operational after a highly

successful development program that
took competitive prototypes from
two contractors through a shootoff.
TOW 2 has evolved to meet the
threat of modern armor by product
improvement of a well proven system
that has been around for years (see
related stories, on page 5).

No one literally hands the Army a
weapon any more as Skinner did and
and no one orders one into produc
tion at first sight.

Someone once defined weapons
R&D as a process of finding out a
great many things that won't work
and a few that will. The same could
be said about the weapons acquisi.
tion process. And yet the objective is
not all that different from what it
always has been. What the Army has
always wanted is an affordable
weapon that works.

Today, that's a thought foremost
in the minds of Dr. PaulL. Jacobs
and many more people in the Army
Missile Laboratory of the U.S. Army
Missile Command (MICOM) at Red
stone Arsenal, Ai, an organization
with a mission that traces its roots
straight back to Skinner, Uhl and
their Bazooka.

Jacobs is a mechanical engineer.
His desk and a nearby table in a small
office on the third floor of McMorrow
Laboratory' are cluttered with com
puter printOUts, test schedules, and
missile parts. On the wall hangs a
photo of his sailboat, spinnaker
filled, on a beam reach. It sails on his
imagination-the place he has done
most of his sailing lately.

Jacobs is now steering the Army
missile team's newest start, some-
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thing called FOG-M (Fiber Optic
Guided Missile). As the Army Missile
Laboratoty's FOG-M program mana
ger, Jacobs leads a team with players
from every laboratory element. Their
work is attracting interest, in part
because FOG-M combines four of the
Army's five new technology thrusts
recently defined by the Army Science
Board, and in part because it
represents MICOM's shot at applying
all the new acquisition policy and
guidance at the outset of a program,
rather than piecemeal to weapons
already well along in development or
production.

What FOG-M offers the soldier
(see weapons concept description and
diagram below) in a single package
is a real time means to find, hit and
kill tanks with top attack while he
remains protected in a mobile,
automated gunner's station several
kilometers and at least one hill away.
A few such soldiers and a few such
stations well dispersed could mass
precision fire anywhere over a broad
area.

What eventually becomes of FOG
M depends not so much on the tech
nology in the weapons package, but
on how Jacobs and his team put the
package together and bring it along.
They have been told bluntly to get

this one at a reasonable price or
forget it.

While weapons developers have
been told approximately the same
thing for the past 40 years, they
tended-in both government and in
dustry-to concentrate on getting
something that worked and worrying
about the rest afterward. Too often
when afterward came along what
worked fme on the test range turned
our to be something close to impossi
ble to build without enormous dif
ficulty, delay and extra costs.

The road into that minefield is
well marked. MICOM, DARCOM,
and the Army are not anxious to go
that way again. One way to avoid the
high cost, high risk trips of the past is
to let someone else take the risk and
pay the bill.

Dr. William C. McCorkle, director
of the Army Missile Laboratory, ac
knowledges that competition among
the giants of the communications in·
dustry to perfect fiber optics for com
mercial application made FOG-M
possible. It's a military spinoff of a
civilian application. For example, the
data link between the missile and the
gunner's station is one of the two
critical cost drivers of the system.
Several years ago when fiber optics
began to look promising, the ques-

tion MICOM wanted answered was
could it get the fiber at reasonable
cost in continuous lengths that could
be packed in a missile and paid our
in flight? The answer then was no.
Now it's yes. Thank you IT&T and
AT&T. When it comes to advancing
fiber optic technology, MICOM is
riding industry's coat tail and enjoy-
. .
mg every mmute.

MICOM had to find out for itself if
the fiber would break when spooled
out from a missile in flight. It gOt the
answer by flying it first in a radio
controlled model airplane, later in
high speed sled tests and unguided
missile flights. Verdict: the stuff
works fme in FOG-M, which is not all
that fast as missiles go.

Flying slow is one way to keep the
missile seeker simple. That's impor
tant because the seeker is the other
critical cost driver. Jacobs and his
team are ready to accept a slow
missile to give the gunner critical
seconds to use the missile's eye-the
seeker-to find and identify targets
that otherwise would zip in and out
of view toO fast to engage. That way,
too, the smart-and costly-ele
ments of the guidance system can be
placed in the gunner's station-on
the ground-and used repeatedly.

A Glimpse at FOG-M
FOG-M is a promlSlng new u.s. Army Missile

Command program to demonstrate that a prototype
missile, using a fiber optic Link, can attack tanks or
other battlefield targets. In flight, the missile con
tains an imaging seeker-Like a low cost TV-that
looks for targets and sends pictures back to the opera
tor who looks at a TV receiver. The opetator selects a
target and simply flies the missile into it.

The fiber optics Link, which is paid out like TOW
wire, is much better than wire because it has an ex
tremely wide band width, can handle more informa
tion, and is more secure because it's essentially in
vulnerable to countermeasures.

This concept puts the operator's eye in the missile.
The operator sees what the missile sees. Using this
technigue, costly components to transmit and process
battlefield information can be kept on the ground,
not on the missile. On future sophisticated battle
fields, FOG·M will enable gunners to take advantage
of cover and fire without being exposed, and locate
and destroy targets at longer ranges.
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shape down the hall from Jacob's of
fice. If someone decides they want
FOG-M to move faster, the people
working on it intend to be ready to
go.

What if FOG-M is destined to
become just another good idea that
never made it all the way? McCorkle
has a ready answer for that one. "It
will be worth every dollar and every
hour we put into the program. What
we're doing now, all this up front ef
fort to get the risk out early and
answer the cost and producibility
questions when we can afford the
answers, is the best kind of invest
ment both for the Army and the peo
ple involved. And there's another
big plus. FOG-M is the fust chance
many of the people in the laboratory
have had in a long time to do real
hands on engineering. Some of them
are working 60 hours a week and not
because they have to. Those guys are
having fun. "

Count among those having fun,
William C. McCorkle and Paul L.
Jacobs. One of the four folding wing
mechanisms tried for FOG-M came
to life on McCorkle's kitchen table.
One of many materials considered for
the missile's wing was cloth, yes, sail
cloth-a thought that came from
Jacobs, the weekend sailor.

More than 40 years ago, wanting to
be sure his rocket would burn out in
the launch rube and not in the gun
ner's face, Leslie A. Skinner drilled
holes every inch along a steel pipe,
covered each with tape, fired a rocket
through the pipe and started sawing
at 54 inches, right next to the fIrst
piece of unburned tape. He had fun
too.

on the street, asked for bids in small
and large quantities and bounced
what they got back against what they
already had. They know where to go
to buy motor cases now.

They may not go that far with
every component and system COSt and
producibility study in FOG-M, but if
the time comes to layout an acquisi
tion strategy, Jacobs and his team in
tend to provide hardware that works
and can be built and a solid under
standing of what it will cost in pro
duction.

So far they've had time to do their
homework, largely because normal
program pressures are absent. No in
flexible Initial Operational Capabil
ity date drives FOG-M. There isn't
even a formal military requirement
for the system yet. This does not
mean the laboratory has gone off and
done its thing in spendid isolation.
There has been early and frequent
contact and feedback from the user at
every stage. The short-term result has
been that Jacobs and his team are
working to get prototype hardware to
the 9th Infantry Division at Fort
Lewis, WA, for evaluation. The long
term desire is that the formal require
ment be written by people who clear
ly understand what the available
technology can do for them and what
the Army must be willing to pay to
get it.

Given their druthers, the MICOM
team will come out of the FOG-M ef
fort with a tech data package ready to
go to industry.

In the meantime, there's a distinctly
tactical look to the hardware taking
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Travelling slower than a speeding
bullet means the missile will need
relatively large wings to keep it
stable. Question: do you use fIxed
wings that simplify missile design but
complicate launching and handling
or more complex folding fIns that
pop out and lock in place after
launch? Jacobs and his team opted
for the folding wing to gain vertical
missile launch and resultant high
density packaging of missile rounds.
That trade will make it possible to fill
up a trailer pulled by a High Mobil
ity Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV) with a dense pack of
FOG-M's.

Additionally, if tradeoffs in design
are nothing new, competition in
design is. Competition is a word
Jacobs uses often. What he means is
not competition among contractors,
but competition among component
and subsystem hardware. Eighteen
months into advanced development
he and his team have, for example,
evaluated three guidance mechaniza
tions; built and tested three actuator
designs and four folding wing de
signs; checked out two launch con
cepts in flight tests; built and flown
both liquid and solid fuel mQtors;
completed detailed design of the
launcher; and designed and com
pletely fabricated the gunner's sta
tion. Committed to early and fre
quent testing at the component
level, they fold back in what they
learn.

The temptation in any develop
ment is to stick with something that
works. Jacobs and his team aren't just
interested in what works. They want
to know what it will cost and whether
or not it can be built in quantity.
This time when the designers smile,
the laboratory's producibility engi
neers better be smiling too. So far
they are.

Although not direcdy tied to
FOG-M, one recent study by another
element of the laboratory indicates
how far McCorkle and his people will
go to get an accurate handle on com
ponent costs. When they wanted
data on a fIlament wound rocket
motor case they made some and kept
meticulous records of the cost of
materials and labor. Then they went



The Multiple Launch Rocket System
&

The Tube Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire Guided Missile
By Bob Hubbard

The Army decided in 1977 how many rockets it wanted to
buy' and that figwe never changed.

'We planned the program, 00 ooe dickered with it for fow
yem, and we had total Army support from the user to Depart·
ment of Army Staff. Those are the unique things we hang our
hats on," Cianciolo and Seggel said. "And don't forget our
dedicated parrnen io Great Britain, West Germany, France
and Italy. They are doing a great job and we believe oun is the
most successful multination parmmhip in the Army."

MlRS is being developed as a standard NATO rocket by the
five countries and may be co-produced in both the United
States and Europe.

The basic MlRS warhead throws more than 600 grenade-lilce
explosives with each round. It is effective against troops, equip
ment and materiel. Alternative warheads, the German AT-2
mine layer, and the terminally guided weapon now under
development, will give MlRS an antitank capability as well.

Army researchers at Redstone Menal weren't re-inventing
the wheel in the early 1970's when they began looking closely
at free flight rockets. Not since the days of Honest John and
Littlejohn in the early 1950's had MlCOM focused talent and
resowces on rockets.

However. Army studies recognized a growing need for a
rapid fue, barrage type weapon and MICOM began to apply
new technology and know how to make rockets more accurate
and affordable. Meanwhile, Vought Corp. had begun tackling
the problem, using its own money and resowces to develop a
system that would overcome the unguided rocket's traditional
inaccwacy. It was to be a good marriage.

In March 1976, MlCOM awarded contractS to five leadin~

aerospace companies, including Vought and Boeing. for theu
ideas and best technical approaches for the project then called
the General Support Rocket System.

The DOD gave its stamp of approval for the program in
early 1977 but directed the Army to accelerate the program and
field the system at the earliest possible date. Prior to submit
ting the plan to DOD, the Army already had reduced the
original program from 10 to 7 yem. Responding to DOD, the
Army fuIther reduced development time to five yem.

In September 1977, MlCOM awarded competitive contracts
to Vought and Boeing to build, test and demonstrate weapon
prototypes of their own design.

During the 33-month validation period. proposals from
both firms were evaluated by an independent co=ittee of ap
proximately 100 memben in an intensive 6-month stUdy at
Redstone Menal, AL. Their work, in turn, was reviewed by
senior military and civilian personnel. The Army's selection
decision was based on cost and operational effecoveness.

In April 1980, the Army selected Vought as the MI.RS prime
contractor. A key feature of the contract was the parallel ap
proach of continuing the development, or maturation. of
MLRS along with initial low-rate production.

The maturation phase ended with a full-scale production
decision in March 1983.

In September 1983, MlCOM awarded a 5-year conuacr
with options to Vought that not only completes the Army's
MLRS production requirements but is projected to save the tax
payen several million dollm over the life of the conuacr. The
fum fIXed price 5-year conuaer is worth $1.2 billion and is the
largest single MICOM contract ever awarded.

The following repom on the Multi
ple Launch Rocket System and the
TOW 2 illusuate two widely different,
but successful, approaches to the
fielding of new systems.

I
Multiple
Launch
Rocket
System

When the Army talks about successful missile and rocket
programs, one name invariably crops up, at. or near the tOp
the Multiple launch Rocket System (MlRS).

Currently being fielded with U.S. troops. MI.RS is a free
flighr artillery rocket giving the soldier the mobility, fuepower
and punch he never had before.

MlRS features a 12-round launcher mounted on a modifica·
tion of the Army's new Bradley Fighting Vehicle, capable of 40
mph speed. A crew of three can fire a single round. or ripple all
12 rockets in seconds at targets more than 18 miles away.

In a climate where some defense programs are criticized for
soaring COstS and plu=eting quality, MlRS is praised for
meeting costs. schedule and performance goals. What's the
reason for MlRS' success?

COL August Cianciolo, former MlRS project manager, who
has been named to receive his fust star. and Larry Seggel. his
civilian deputy, explain: "First, the U.S. Army Missile Com·
mand in general, and the MI.RS Project Office in particular,
did a careful and thorough analysis of the alternative acquisi·
tion strategies and established a tailored strategy that put
proper emphasis on those aspects of the MLRS that were most
unportant-for example-Design to Unit Production Cost and
ammunition COSt effectiveness. The objective was to create con·
tractual leverage to obtain the critical development results.
Having laid OUt the acquisition plan in great detail we did a
comprehensive and realistic baseline cost estimate that sup
ported the plan. Ow plan and the funds were then in lock·
step. Therefore, when ow budgets were approved, we were
fully funded. We never had a budget shortfall in the MlRS

pr~~Wramh' d .. d . th alid' h be a compeuuon unng e v auon p ase y fWO
highly competent companies. And when we selected Vou~ht

Corp. to be the prime conuactor. we awarded a produetlon
contract with annual options covering a four-year period which
stabilized the program.

"And last but not least, the Army and Vought team is com·
petent, responsive and dedicated. Good playen make good
managen and good programs."
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ITube launched
Optically tracked
Wire guided missile

In the early 1960's, the U.S. Army Missile Command
(MICOM) began development of a tank killer that could hurl a
40-pound ffil:SSil~ two miles, h!t with bullseye accuracy, and
destroy what It hit. Th~y called It TOW (Tube launched, Opti
cally tracked, Wue gwded).

About that same time, the Army wanted to improve fue
power and battle~eld mob~ty and decided to adapt missiles
and rockers to helicopters. Slllce MICOM was to playa major
role in arming helicopters, it was only natural that TOW be a
candidate for the antitank role. What followed after that, as
they say, is history.

TOW was deployed in 1970, and two years later, earned a
niche in Army missile history when it went to Vietnam aboard
two UB-ffi helicopters. Later, ground versions became the fl!St
Army-developed guided missiles to be fued in combat by U.S.
soldiers.

Today, TOW is deployed with 40 countries around the
world and is the free world's antitank weapon. What's more,
MICOM is conducting two major improvements to upgrade
and keep TOW abreast of the enemy armor threat for years to
come.

"We're modernizing TOW and improving lethality to meet
armor threats IOto the 90s and beyond," said COL Byron
Powers, TOW project manager, and his civilian deputy,
George Williams.

The fl!St phase of the upgrading program, called Improved
TOW, is intended for more immediate armor threats and
features an ~proved 5-inch diameter warhead similar to basic
-r:0W but will penetrate heaVIer armor. Improved TOW mis
sJles have already been deployed with U.S. soldiers stationed in
Europe.

"The new wathead is compatible and can be retrofitted to
existing missiles, thereby protecting the Army's investment in
fielded missiles and launchers," Powers said. "That's impor
tant that we minimize the impact on fielded equipment and
the supply system."

The second phase, called TOW 2, will counter even more
sophisticated armor with its 6-inch warhead, new flight motor
and improved guidance system for dirty battlefields. TOW 2
has been fielded. TOW 2 modifications can be retrofitted into
earlier versions but will require more sophisticated procedures.

BOB R. HUBBARD
is chief of News and
Media Relations in the
Public Affairs Office at
the U.S. Army Missile
Command. A former
newspaper reporter, he
holds a BA degree from
Athens College.
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Both versions of the upgraded TOW missile have an extensi
ble probe to enhance penetration. Once the TOW 2 modifica
tions arc retrofitted into earlier launchers, eIther of the three
TOW missiles may be fued from that launcher.

TOW is a classIC example of MICOM's plan to meet new
threats, where possible, by inserting new technology to im
prove existing, well established weapons. That way the Army
save~ money by using the same support equipment, trained
soldiers, and lo~istics network without ~oing through the
development pams, longer time, and spiraling costS of in
trOduClOg new systems.

MICOM was able to improve TOW because technology was
available in the areas of motors, warheads, and thermal
imaging.

Senior Army officials became concerned in 1978 that increas
ing armor threats and improvements against battlefield dirt,
smoke, fog an? b~d weather, demanded a new heavy antitank
system, or major unprovements to TOW.

Thanks to the new technology that was available, and
TOW's proven success record, the Army decided it would be
more cost effective to update and upgrade TOW than to
develop a new weapon system.

So Improved TOW and TOW 2 were bom, and the fIxes to
co.!'e with growing threats were begun by MICOM and Hughes
Aircraft, TOW prime contractor.

Prior to 1978, onl~ one ch!U1ge of literally dozens suggeSted,
had been approved smce basIC TOW was deployed in 1970 and
that was to extend the range from 3,000 to 3,750 meters. This
was in 1976. This was done to increase the survivability of the
Cobra helicopter, Powers said, so MICOM added 750 meters of
wire to TOW for just a few dollars a missile. "We simply don't
make changes, or improve a system, do anything unless in
response to a new or updated threat," Powers said.

Before awarding TOW 2 production contractS, MICOM told
contractors to demonstrate, in performance tests, that the
hardY"are to be delivered met government specifications and
requuements. Those tests were staged in addition to "fly
before buy" testS in which TOW missiles are pulled at random
off the production line and tested to show they work before the
Army buys that production lot.
. MIC,?M and Hugh.es each have validating computer simula

oons With hardware lD the loop to insure that hardware per
forms properly. Meanwhile, MICOM has broken OUt for com
petition just about every major piece of TOW hardware and
today the TOW Project Office manages more than 70 active
~ontrac~. Major ones arc with Hughes for missiles and system
IDtegraoon, and to adapt TOW 2 to the Bradley Fi~hting Vehi
cle; WIth .Texas InstrurDepts for the launch equipment and
modification kits; and With Emerson Electric for the optical
sensor.

MICOM also is forming a Should Cost team to look at the
possibility of a multi-year procurement of TOW 2 missiles.

ElIOlution of
the TOW
misfile is
pictured here,
beginning with
the baIic model
(left), the
improved TOW
(center), and
the TOW2.
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By Jim Eckles

be it the U.S. Army, another DOD or
govemmenr agency or a foteign govern
ment, a sponsor is assigned to the proj
ect. The sponsor is intimately familiar
with the range, its capabilities and its
operating procedures. He or she coordi
nates user requirements with the various
range organizations and will represent
the user in scheduling meetings and
planning sessions. For Army programs,
the sponsor is also the manager of gov
ernmenr test phases.

Before a user brings his system to
White Sands, range scientists and engi
neers arc often called in by the proj.ect
office to assist in the early phases of
missile development. The missile range's
personnel have a great deal of experience
working with Army, Navy, Air Force and
foreign missile systems. That experience
is valuable for insuring old mistakes are
not repeated in new systems. Engineers
also work with the user in identifying
areas where testS will be necessary to
judge the performance of the system and
insure it meets spccwcations.

In the planning stages it sometimes
becomes apparent the range may have to
make special provisions to support a
user. To support long-range test flights it
has been necessary to establish launch
complexes near Mounrain Home, ID,
and Green River, UT, and develop in
strumentation which could be taken
there. These developments not only
make it possible to support current sys
tems but they also become range assets
available for other projects and range
users.

The types and numbers of tests avail
able co range users arc almost limitless.
TCSt programs are individually dcsigned
to meet all the user's requirements. Ie is
cstimated that 90 percent of all the
earth'5 existing environments can be

Missiles Fro111 A to Z
The Role of White Sands Missile Range
in Fielding Misstle Systems

Testing a missile system at White
Sands Missile Range, NM, involves much
more than firing the missile at some SOrt
of target. As the range's welcome bro
chure statcs, the extensive laboratories
and scientilic personnel "shake, rattle
and roll the product, roast it, freeze it,
subject it to radiation, dip it in salt water
and roll it in the mud. We test its paint,
bend its frame and find OUt what effect
its propulsion material has on flora and
fauna."

White Sands is a unique combination
of geography, laboratories, weather, per
sonnel and support activities which make
it almost ideal for modem testing. The
2-million acre U.S. Army Test and Eval
uation Command range is located in
southern New Mexico between Las
Cruces and Alamogordo. Much of the
terrain is flat while mountain rangcs sur
round the complex providing excellent
observation and communication points.
Visibiliry is usually exceUent 300 days
every year and temperarures arc moder
ate with low humidity.

Established on 9 july 1945 as Ameri
ca's first missile tCSt faciJity, the range
(initially called White Sands Proving
Ground) has seen the first atomic bomb
explosion, German V-2 rocket launches,
CPT Kittinger's 20 mile free fall from a
balloon and the landing of the space
shuttle Columbia in 1982. In 38 years,
White Sands has become the most highly
instrumented tcst range in the free
world. It has developed off range launch
complexes in Utah and Idaho which
allow fl..ight corridots of over 800 miles
for certain tests. Most of all, the range
has assembled a.team of military, DOD
civilian, and contractor personnel which
possesses most of the skills to meet all
user requirements.

When a user comes to White Sands,

• • •

simulated at White Sands test facilities.
The Climatics Laboratory has a num

ber of fixed and portable chambers for
duplicating any weather condition. They
can simulate most existing temperature
extremcs (from minus 60 degrees F. to
plus 160 degrees F.), including freezing
rain, humidity, salt fog, and solar radia
tion. The dcsert Southwest is noted for
its spring dustStorms, but for scientilic
purposes the laboratory can create its
own artilicial ones. High altirude condi
tions can also be duplicated in special
vacuum chambers.

Portable equipment is available to
provide climatic conditioning to missiles
on launchers and other equipment in the
field. For instance, Copperhead projec
tiles can easily be frozen and conditioned
ro 20 below zero for 12 hoUtS and then
flfed in a test to determine the effectS of
low temperatures on the rounds. It is not
unusual to sec laboratory personnel
wearing heavy parkas and gloves in the
middle ofsummer as they work with very
cold or hot equipment.

Another aspect of environmental test
ing is the evaluation of bioderetioration
of missiles and associated equipment.
The range has a well equipped Micro
biology Lab to perform standard fungus
tCSts. WSMR also has the country's
largest test chamber for simulating tropi
cal environments. Testing at this faciliry,
for example, has demonstrated that elec
tronic circuit boards left untreated can be
made useless in JUSt a few days. Fungus
can live off nutrients found in the board
coating or mounting material itself, and
it evenrually bridges the wiring and
causes short circuits. Scientists also have
found that some fungus can live and
multiply in water found in fuel tanks.
The resulting growths can dog fuel mters
and stop an engine cold.
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Dynamic testing is available and can
take the form of some 20 different shock
and vibration trials. Items as large as
dual-wheel vans and as small as elec
uonic components can be subjected to
the jolts and bounces encountered in the
real world. Days of road testing, for in
stance, can be simulated in jUst a few
hours saving money and valuable re
sources. An entire missile can be sub
jected to the same vibrations it might
encounter in flight and then taken apart
and examined for damage.

To test the blast, radiation and ther
mal effectS of a nuclear explosion on
equipment the range has a variety of
resources. By using one of the world's
largest furnaces, the thermal effects of a
nuclear weapon can be simulated by
focusing the sun's rays OntO a 4-inch
diameter circle to generate up to 5,000
degrees F. In the nuclear effects facility
radiation chamber, a fast burst reactor is
used to simulate nuclear weapon radia
tion in a safe testing environment.

To srudy the blast effects of large-scale
explosions, the range supports Defense
Nuclear Agency testing on White Sands.
In late 1983, the agency conducted a test
using 600 tons ofammonium nitrate fuel
oil suspended more than 100 feet above
the ground to simulate a one kiloton
nuclear burst. Vacious structures, shel
ters. milirary systems and equipment
were exposed to the blast and thermal
phenomena which could be expected
from a nuclear weapon.

The range also has Chemical and Met
allurgical Labs. ExpertS test metal com
"onents for corrosion, propellants for
proper composition, and the atmosphere
itself for contamination. Using uluasonic

and X-ray equipment, technicians can
check the srruaural integrity of materials
before and after testing without damag
ing the material.

After rigorous laboratory testing the
typical missile system moves to the field.
Fot some systems, this means purring all
the components together to see if it
works as an integrated system for the first
time. Others go through more compo
nent and subsystem testing.

An air defense system like PATRIOT
or Roland might be taken ro the field to
JUSt test its radar and uacking systems.
To accomplish this, high performance
aircraft from Holloman and Kirtland Air
Force Bases are often called in to fly dif
ferent approaches and maneuvers to as
sure realistic tests against the system.

Simulations are frequencly used in test
and evaluation to provide low cost ex
pansion of test results. Two classes of
simulations are employed. First. mathe
matical representations or models of a
missile system are programmed for com
puter execution. Missile system simula
tions can be used to extend knowledge of
the weapon system by varying parame
ters such as velociry, range or maneuver
level.

The second class of simulation, fre
quencly called a driver, represents the
target or threat. Again, variations in
parameters, such as number of targets in
a raid, countermeasures employed,
weather conditions, or target perform
ance, can be used in conjunction with
the system model to expand knowledge
of performance against complex threat
scenarios.

The field test can be further expanded
to include a full bartlefield scenario. This

scenario can run through a complete
system set up and preparation for fIre
and end jUst before the fire button is
pushed or it can continue to the point of
actUally fIring and completing engage
ment of a target.

When the rime arrives to actUally fire a
missile against a target, numerous range
resources are activated. A missile launch
can involve hundreds of personnel
everyone from the MP manning a high
way roadblock to the range conuoller
who coordinates and conuols all ac
tivities during the teSt.

White Sands can provide a variety of
ground and aerial targets. Stationary and
remotely piloted M47 tanks and plywood
simulations are available as ground tar
gets. The computer operated Drone For
mation Conuol System can automatical
ly conuol up to 10 moving tanks on a
special course in one of the range's target
areas. If necessary, range operations can
manually conttol the tanks from the
Range Conuol Center.

For aerial targets, the range has a
variety of aircraft ranging from the small
QH-SO, a subscaled helicopter, to the
PQM-102. a full size, obsolete F-102
fighter aircraft. Like the tank targets, the
drone aircraft are remotely conuolled by
the Drone Formation System. This sys
tem is sophisticated enough to fly several
drones in close formation and has rou
tinely been used to automatically land a
full sized drone on a runway at White
Sands. Again, like the tank drones.
operators can take manual conuol of the
aircraft at any time and fly them by
remote co=1.

Remotely conuolled aerial targets ca
pable of representing threat level per-

The Dblanl Objecl Anilude MelZJure",enl Syslem
u a Iwin·barreled /rQi;king lelescope used 10 obtain
at/itude, e~ent and mus·dula"ce ""Ia on muS/Ie
lesls. The syslem consists of two 24-inch aperture
telescopes of /00· and 2oo·inch focal lengths and
high speed 70 mm came"".

The White Sands sow fum(J(;e u one of the "zrgest in the world. 1J is capable ofgenerating
temperatures up 10 .5,000 degrees F. on a four-inch SPOt. The fum(J(;e u used to simulate the
extreme heat ofa nuclear explosion.
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formance are expensive, whether full
sued or subseale. Aircraft or aerial tar
gets can be configured to tow inexpen
sive target representations. Subsealed
and towed targets are typically small and
are equipped with augmentation devices
such as reflectors or transmitters. which
generate signal levels representative of
real targets.

Except in warhead tests, most aerial
drones are not actually shot down. They
are too expensive to regularly blow up.
Instead, they are loaded with instrUmen
tation which is used to collect data on the
missile as it flies by. To save the drone,
the missile is programmed to miss the
target by a cettain distance. Basically, it
is shooting for a spot in the sky relative to
the drone.

Data taken from the drone and other
instrumentation are used to calculate if
the missile hit the required spot. Once
the mission is complete small drones are
gently let back to earth by parachute and
the full sized aircraft are remotely flown
to an airfield for a landing.

Miss distance calcularions are also
derived ftom the other instrumentation
used on range to record missile testS.
Missile flights vary in length from a few
seconds to several minutes and are some
of the best documented events in the
world today. During the flight, data on
trajectory, attitude, events, miss distance
and internal performance are collected
and recorded for later analysis. No single
instrument or family of instruments can
accurately record all the required data so
a combination of optical, radar and
telemetry systems is used.

Optical instruments include fixed and
ballistic cameras, cinetheodolites and
telescopes. The Distant Objeer Attitude
Measurement System is a newer system
which improves the range's capability
to provide attitude, event and miss
distance data.

Film from optical instrUments is devel
oped on range and then examined. By
looking at vital sequences of film from a
telescope, data analysts can often detect
reasons for failures. For instance, if a flO
fell off the missile it might cause a flight
anomaly. Loosing the fm might not be
detectable from any other source but it is
there recorded on the mm along with the
exact time the event occurred.

Film from cinetheodolites is read by
expens on special machines where the
visual information is changed to numer
ical data which can be manipulated by
high speed computers. Using the infor
mation from just a few cinetheodolites,
data analysts can derive azimuth and e1e-

.

vation angles, pitch, yaw, spin, mlSS
distance, velocity, acceleration, and the
exact position of the missile or target at
any given time during the test flight.
Range officials feel optical data are some
of the most accurate information avail
able for evaluating missile performance.

Radar data come basically from the
FPS-16 and MPS-36 radars and the
special Miss-Distance Indicator Radar
system. Most of the radar data goes to
the Range Control Center where it is
processed by a real-time computer sys
tern. This computer takes the data and
within a fraction of a second displays
flight information for range controllers
and users. Digital displays of missile per
formance such as speed, altitude and azi
muth angle are just a few possible
readouts.

The computer also drives plotted dis
plays which visually show the position of
the missile over a map of the missile
range and its movement. For safety, the
compurer continually makes impact pre
dictions for the missile during its flight.
Missile flight safety personnel watch this
indicator as well as other incoming data
during a test to insure the missile and
target do not stray off the range. Position
data derived from radar information can
also be sent back to the field to assist
in acquisition of the missile by other. .
mstrUmentatlon.

Data generated in the missile itself can
be transmitted or telemetered to ground
receivers and recorded during the flight.
Information can include almost anything
but is limited to the space available in
the missile for measuring equipment.
Typical dara collected are skin tempera
ture, internal pressures, propulsion
levels, power supply levels, and fin
inclinations.

Some ground equipment, such as the
Angle Measuremenr Equipment and the
Electronic Sky Screen Equipment, crack a
missile's flight by following signals
telemetered from the missile.

After the completion of a test, usets
can get .. quick-look data" and "vali
dated data." The quick-look data are the
raw data transmitted to the Range Con
tro� Center. This information is in a
variety of forms and is available almost
immediately Ot within hours of the test.
It can give users a feel for how their test
went but lacks evaluation of precision.

Validated data are almost always sup
plied to the user in the form of a fInal
data report. Data supplied in this form
have been reduced, evaluated and pre
sented in a form at specifted by the user.

Finally, the range has recovery teams

which go into the fIeld and retrieve the
missiles and targets after testing. In
many cases, missiles will undergo post
monem examination especially if the test
had any failures. Like a human autopsy,
experts looking at missile debris can
often fmd the causes of failures.

Even after a missile goes into produc
tion it may return to White Sands for
repeated testing. Initially, fust items off
the production line can be tested to ver
ify adequacy and quality of systems when
produced in quantity. Later, production
lots are tested to assure continuing
quality.

Pershing Ia missiles are still fued at
White Sands even though they have
been fielded since the 1960's. These
follow-on programs not only provide the
opponunity to test for quality assurance
but also for product improvements and,
as in the Pershing program, provide ex
cellent training opportunities for the
ultimate user-the soldier in the fIeld.

In summary, White Sands Missile
Range, is almost unique for its capabili
ties and also for its wotk with missile
systems from their cradles to the grave.
Very few organizations playa more im
portant role in the development and
continued testing of this Nation's defen
sive missile sysrem.

JIM ECKLES is apublic affairs spe
cialist in the White Sands Missile
Range Public Affizirs Office. He is a
graduate of the University of
Nebraska with a degree in psychology
and English and the University of
Washington with a master's in Eng
lish. He entered government se1"1lice
in 1975 as a DARCOM intern.
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A BriefHistory of the

V-2 missiles, were used by the three
Services for experimental work and for
training.

Meanwhile, the Army Ordnance De
panment began a long-range R&D pro
gram in the field of guided missiles. The
Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aber
deen Proving Ground, MD, and the
Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory of
the California Institute of Technology
(GAiCln conducted preliminary feasi
biliry studies ofsurface-to-surface guided
missiles.

Impressed with the favorable results of
these Studies, the Ordnance Department
requested California Institute of Tech
nology to undertake an R&D program on
long-ran~e rocker-propelled guided mis
siles. This request led to the ORDCIT
project, the fltSt of its kind in the United
States and the oldest of the Army's mis
sile projeCts.

In June 1944, the Office, Chief of
Ordnance awarded GALCIT a $3.3 mil
lion contract for general research leading
to the development of long-range guid
ed missiles. Later that year, the GALCIT
activity was reorganized and designated
as the Jet Propulsion Laboratory OPL) of
California Institute of Technology.

By December 1944, experimental
work at the JPL had confumed the feas
ibility of jet-propelled missiles, and the
Ordnance Depanment established two
more R&D programs: the Hermes
surface-ro-surface missile project at the
General Eleeuic Co., and the Nike anti
aircraft guided missile project at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories of the Western
Electric Co.

In 1945, the JPL research facilities,
which had been expanded and largely
financed under warcime defense con
traCts with the GALeIT research group,
were acquired by the Army Corps of
Engineers and became a Government
owned activity operated by California In
stitute of Technology.

The ORDCIT project, in effect, sup
ported all other ~uided missile contracts
for specific missiles. It embraced fun
damental R&D and testing of solid and
liquid propulsion systems, guidance and
control techniques, guided missile re
search test vehicles, and other related
subjects. Objectives were to increase pro
gressively the size complexity of the vari
ous missiles, beginning with the experi
mental Private seties and continuing
through the Corporal and Sergeant guid
ed missiles.

In 1946, the Ordnance Department

January-February 1984

Responsibility for the U.S. Army's
rocket and guided missile program restS
with the U.S. Army Missile Command
(MICOM) , commanded by MG Jerry
Max Bunyard. The youngest and south
ernmost of DARCOM's major subordi
nate commands, MICOM is located on a
sprawling 38,000-acre tract at Redstone
Arsenal, Ai, in the north central part of
the stare near the city of HuntSVille.

MICOM's 8,200 civilian employees
and 640 soldiers exercise integrated
systems acquisition and commodity
management of missile and rocket sys
tems and other assigned materiel, m
eluding research, development, procure
ment, logistical support, and security
assistance service; basic and applied
research and engineering and advanced
development in related technologies;
production and dissemination of scien
tific and technical intelligence on as
signed foteign missile and space materiel
and activities; and provide support serv
ice to a number of tenant activities, in
eIuding the Marshall Space Flight
Center.

Redstone Arsenal was activated in Oc
rober 1941 as an Army Ordnance ammu
nition loading plant adjacent to the
Chemical Corps' HuntSVille Arsenal.
During World War II, these arsenals
complemented each other in producing
millions ofrounds of conventional chem
ical ammunition. After the war, both
installations were placed in standby
status and later became available for
other purposes.

Although American scientists were ac
tually the first ro outline basic principles
of jet-propelled guided missiles, the
Germans developed the first long-range,
surface-to-surface missile and used it
with devastating effect against the
Americans and their allies during World
War II. By' the time the German V-I and
V-2 miss!les appeared in 1944, America
had already recognized the great poten
tial of these weapons and had made a
good start in the research effort.

Proposals to develop a V-I type of
missile had been advanced as early as
1941, but it was not unci! the German
V-I attacks on En~land that the War
Department offiCially initiated the
development project. Known as the
)B-2, or Loon, this 450-mph pulse jet
was very similar to the German V-I.
large-scale production was well under
way when V-E day led to the cancellation
of most of the procurement order. The
available JB--2's, together with captured

By Mary T. Cagle

On January 31, 1958 at about 2248 hours
EST, the Army Ballistic Missile Agency
launched the free world's first· earth
satelJite, the EXPLORER I, from Cape
Canaveral, FL.
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u. S. Army Missile Program

established the Ordnance R&D Division
Suboffice (Rocket) at Fort Bliss, TIC, to
provide working facilities for the team of
130 German rocket scientists, who had
been brought to the United Stares in
"Operation Paperclip" foUowing Ger
many's surrender in 1945. These Ger
man scientists rendered valuable service
in indexing and translating captured
documents, identifying rocker materiel,
and assisting with the assembly and fu
ing of captured V-2 missiles at White
Sands.

The German scientists also worked on
the Hermes II project, the object of
which was to develop a ramjet mISsile as
a research test vehicle. Ordnance person
nel and General Electric Co. e'~')loyees

who worked directly with these men
learned the extent of the German missile
technology and applied it to hasten
American missile developments, thereby
saving many years and doUars in the
establishment and development of the
United States' guided missLe program.

During the 1944-48 period, numer
ous research test vehicles were develo,Ped
under the ORDCIT project and flIght
tested at the White Sands Provmg
Ground (now White Sands Missile
Range). Among these were the A4 CV-2)
misslle; the Pnvate "A" and "P"; the
WAC (without altitude control) Cor
poral; the Bumper (a modified V-2 and
WAC Corporal)-the free world's fust
two-stage liquid-fueled rocket; the Cor
poral "E" which was larer developed
and produced under a crash program for
tactical use; and various designs of the
Hermes surface-to-surface mlSSile, the
Cl model of which was later developed
ineo the tactical Redstone ballistic
missile.

By 1949, the Army rocket and guided
missile programs had progressed to the
point where it was necessary to decentral
lZe management and operational activi
ties of these programs from the Pentagon
and other ~encies to an appropnare
field establishment. The Redstone
Arsenal-HuntsVille Arsenal complex was
selected as the mosr suitable site for the
rocket and guided missile mission.

On 1 June 1949. the Department of
the Army returned Redstone Arsenal to
active status for rocket R&D. In April
1950, the Chemical Corps relinquished
jurisdiction over the HuntsVille Arsenal
to the Ordnance Corps, and the installa
tion was consolidated with Redstone
Arsenal for use as an Ordnance Guided
Missile Center.

The Ordnance R&D Division Subof
fice (Rocker) was then transferred from
Fort Bliss, TIC, to Redstone Arsenal, ex
panding the arsenal's mission to include
both rockets and guided missiles.

In the ensuing 33 years, Redstone
Arsenal and its successors, the U.S. Army
Ordnance Missile Command and U.S.
Army Missile Command, together with
the Army Ballistic Missile Agency, devel
oped. procured. and fielded numerous
major weapon systems for Army combat
elements and laid the foundation for the
U.S. space program.

The Army Ballistic Missile Agency,
commanded by MG John B. Medaris.
operated < a separa e activity at Red
stone Arsenal from 1 February 1956 until
31 March 1958, when it became an in
tegral part of the newly established Army
Ordnance Missile Command.

With the team of German scientists,
technicians, and specialized facilities
formetly assigned to the Redstone Arse
nal GUIded Missile Development Divi
sion, the BalJistic Missile Agency fin
ished development of the Redstone
ballistic missile system which was begun
at Redstone Arsenal in Seprember 1950;
developed and perfected the 1500-mile
Jupiter Intermediate Range BalJistic
MIssile (IRBM); and, combining the two
vehicles in the form of the Jupiter C,
placed the fmt United States satellite in
orbit on 31 January 1958. It also began
development of the Pershing missile
system which later supplanted the
Redstone.

The space missions, facilities, and
equipment assigned to the Missile Com
mand were officially transferred to
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Cemer at
Redstone Arsenal in March 1960 with the
mass transfer of some 4,000 personnel
taking place on 1July 1960.

The Army delivered the tactical Jupi
ter IRBM to the U.S. Air Force for
overseas deployment in 1958. The tac
tical Redstone ballistic missile system,
with a range of 50 to 175 nautical miles
and known as the Army's "Old Reli
able," also reached the field in 1958.
With deplor-mem of the 400-mile Per
shing I missile system in 1964, the Army
gradually phased out the Redstone and
declared it obsolete in June 1964.

The improved Pershing Ia missile sys
tem began replacing the Pershing I in
September 1969 and remains in the ac
tive Army invemory. The Pershing II was
deployed in December 1983.

Beginning in the early 1950's and con- The Nike Herr;uleJ In /light, February 1961.
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tinuing into the 1970's, threeJenera
tions of shorter-range (75 nautic miles)
artillery missiles were developed anel
deployed: the Corporal, Sergeant, and
Lance. The Corporal missile system, em
bryo of the Army missile program,
evolved from the Corporal "E' research
vehicle developed under the ORDCIT
projecr. Three Corporal battalions were
activated in March 1952-the first ballis
ric missile units to be formed in the
United States-and the fIrst Corporal
batt.alion was deployed to Europe in
February 1955.

The second-generation Sergeant mis
sile system replaced the Corporal in
1962-63, and the third-generation Lance
missile system began replacing the
Sergeant in mid-1973. The last Sergeant
battalion left the fIeld in May 1977. Cur
rently under development is the Joint
Tactical Missile System (formerly the
Corps Support Weapon System) as a suc
cessor to the Lance.

Other artillery weapon systems devel
oped and fielded were the 30-kilometer
Lacrosse guided missile, which remained
in the Army inventory from mid-1959
until early 1964, and a fam.ily of free
flight rockets consisting of the 762mm
Basic and Improved Honest john, the
318mm Little john, and the Multiple
Launch Rocket System.

The Basic Honest john system, issued
to Army field artillery units in 1954, had
the single clistinction of being the first
U.S. tactical nuclear weapon. It was
replaced in 1961 by the Improved Hon
est john system, which remained opera
tional uncil mid-1982. Designed for pri
mary use in airborne assault operations,
the helicopter-transportable Little john
rocket system complemented the heavi
er, self-propelled Honest john systems.

The Lirtle john reached the field in
November 1961 and remained in the
Army inventory until August 1969.
The Multiple Launch Rocket System,

The Shillelagh
after firing from a
Sheridan, October
1966.

mounted on a tracked, self-propelled
launcher-loader derived from the chassis
of the new M2 infantry fighting vehicle,
was initially deployed in 1983.

Development of antitank/ assault
weapons began in 1953 with the illfated
DART project, which was terminated in
September 1958. The Department of
Defense then authorized offshore pro
curement of the French ENTAC and
S5-11 wire-guided missile systems to
meet interim requirements until suitable
antitank weap?ns could be developed.

By the mid-1970's, a family of ad
vanced antitank weapons capable of cop
ing with the enemy threat had been
developed and fielded. The TOW
(Tube-launched, Optically-tracked,
Wire-guided) heavy antitank weapon
became operational in September 1970,
initially replacing the 106mm recoilless
rifle and French ENTAC system, and
later the helicopter adaptation of the
French SS-ll system.

Other members of the new generation
of weapons were the M72 Light Antitank
Wcapon (l.AW), which began replacing
the Bazooka and antitank rifle grenade
in 1963; the Shillelagh combat vehicle
armament system, which reached the
field in 1967; and the Dragon meclium
anritank weapon, which began replacing
the 90mm recoilless rifle in 1975.

The Improved TOW system was de
ployed in 1981, and the TOW 2, fea·
tunng a full-caliber warhead with probe,
is currently in production. Under devel-

opment as an ultimate replacement for
the M65 TOW/Cobra subsystem is the
Hellfire missile, the primary antiarmor
weapon on the AH-64 Apache advanced
attack helicopter.

The Viper was developed as a replace
ment for the improved M72A3 LAW,
but production was halted in March
of 1983. The Army subsequently an
nounced that the AT-4, a ~ystem

developed by FFV of Sweden, was the
best in a competitive test and evaluation
of lightweight antiarmor weapons, in
c1udWg the Viper and the M72A3 LAW.

Development of antiaircraft guided
missiles commenced early in 1945 as part
of the ORDCIT project. The first to
become operational was the high
a1tirude Nike Ajax system, which began
replacing conventional antiaircraft ar
tillery in 1954. Its successor, the second·
generation Nike Hercules system,
reached the field in june 1958 and reo
mained in the active Army inventory for
25 years. The PATRIOT (phased Array
Tracking to Intercept of Target) tactical
air defense system will replace the Nike
Hercules in the high-a1utude role and
also has a meclium- and low-altitude
capability.

The Basic Hawk low-tn-medium alti
tude air defense system, deployed in
August 1960, was succeeded by the im
proved Hawk beginning in October
1972. The manponable Redeye air
defense sysrem reached the field in 1967,
followed by the improved Stinger man
portable system in 1981.

The Cha.parral shon-range forward
area air defense system has been opera
tional since November 1969 and 15 ex
pected to remain in service into the
1990's, and the mobile U.S. Roland for
ward area air defense system, which was
to have replaced the Chaparral, is
scheduled for deployment with the
Rapid Deployment Force.

Today, the U.S. Army Missile Com
mand is engaged in the modernization
of key operational weapons, develop
ment of new systems to meet projected
enemy threats, and logistical suppon of
10 major weapon systems-Pershmg la,
Lance, TOW, Dragon, Shillelagh,
Hawk, Redeye, Stinger, Chaparral, and
the Multiple Launch Rocket System.
Soon to join the family of operational
weapons are the U.S. Roland, the Per
shing II, the PATRIOT, and the
Hellfuel Apache subsystem.
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"What Do WSSMs Do? "

Typical Weapon System MJznagement Team for a weapon system in full scale engineen'ng
de.elopment.
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and reorganization turbulence. Ma· team that the WSSM pulls together
trix management spawned the staff to address the task at hand.
manager concept as reponed in the For programs in Demonstration
November-December 1981 issue of and Validation or full·scale develop.
Army ReJearch, Development and ment phases, the staff manager is
Acquisition Magazine. from the Development, Engineering

The WSSM as a Mini.PM and Acquisition (DEA) Directorate,
Key suppon officers on the man-

Initially termed Weapon System agement team are provided by the
Manager, the new job title was quick· Su!,ply, Maintenance and Transpor-
Iy changed to Weapon System Staff tatton Directorate and the Procure-
Manager. This change was made to ment and Production Directorate.
avoid any signal that the head- Often the support officers from the
quarrers was taking system manage- Readiness Directorate, Office of the
mem responsibility or authority from Comptroller, Office of the Com·
the field or the PM. It also empha· mand Counsel, and the Moderoiza-
sized that the WSSM's responsibility tion Management and liS Policy and
and authority were structured to pro· Data Management Divisions will play
vide "staff management," not sys- key roles.
tem management. No functional directorate is im·

Sraff managers are in effect mini- mune from being called on to pro-
PMs. The product of their effon is vide a suppon officer (see diagram).
staff management of the assigned Other diVISions in the DEA Direc-
weapon system. They preside over a torate might provide an officer and
HQ DARCOM matrix organization, two or more of these officers might
the Weapon System Management be provided from some directorates.
Team (WSMaT) , with the authority The executive officers to the deputy
of their director. commander often play a key role in

The WSMaT was originally con· the management team as consultants
ceived as a fIXed matrix organization to the WSSM.
staffed by Weapon System Support The Weapon System Management
Officers (WSSOs) from the func· Team is the WSSM's staff. It pro·
tional directorares in the head· vides the added manpower and ex·
quarters. In reality, the management pertise that make the headquarrers
team is a flexible, task-organized a pro-active element in the systemr-- ---,

By Cal William V. Murry

What Do Simple Folk Do?

King Arthur, Camelot
Scene 2, Act 2

Weapon System Staff Managers
(WSSMs) are not "simple folk," but
in the hierarchy of protocol they oc
cupy the same position that trades
men did in the society of Camelot.
Thus, the Lords of the Realm of
Materiel Acquisition-the program
managers, project managers, com·
manders, deputies, and secre·
taries-:-may often ponder the title
questIon.

In 1976, manning ar HQ U.S.
Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command (DARCOM)
was drastically reduced, The intent
was to decentralize operations to the
major subordinate commands and to
make the headquarrers the corporate
offices for the Army's materiel ac·
quisition effort.

System program offices, in the
then Development and Engineering
Directorate, were reduced to a per
sonnel structure consisting of a user
function (e.g., Field Artillery) team
chief, a military R&D coordinator, a
G5-15 engineer and a GS-14 engi
neer. This small contingent was bare·
ly able to track the many Army ac
quisition programs and to respond to
command group concerns. They were
constantly overloaded in a purely
reactive mode of operation.

Lack of unifying headquarrers
guidance and system focus were rec·
ognized and the commander formed
a special study effort to find a way to
realign the HQ DARCOM assets to
provide better systems acquisition
management.

The result of the special study, in
October 1981, was to realign systems
development and systems procure
ment directorates parallel to the Of·
fice of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Research, Development and Acquisi.
tion (ODCSRDA) from "whence
cometh" our money, and to apply
matrix management concepts. This
laner move was made to minimize
additional manpower requirements
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Key MAM Functions
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• Mission Area Analysis
• Requirements

Documentation
• Doctrine Development
• Concept Formulation
• Training Requirements

Identification
• Cost and Operational

Effectiveness Analysis
• Research
• Development
• Manned/System

Integration
• Integrated Logistics

Support
• Systems Engineering

acqulSluon process. The WSSM is
both the focal point in the head
quarters and the focusing element
that converges the functional exper
tise represented in the management
team. The WSSM's role as a staff
manager, not a system manager, can
not be overstated.

The WSSM as an Alter-Ego
The WSSM provides the HQ

DARCOM interface with the subor
dinate command and the PM for the
assigned system. WSSMs represent
the deputy commander and the ap
propriations directors. At the same
time, the sraff manager represents
the Project Management Office and
the major subordinate command
(with regard to the assigned system)
at all elements of HQ DARCOM.

The Weapon System Staff Manag
er is thus an alter-ego of the head
quarters Command Group to the
field and an alter.ego of the PM to
the headquarters. That this is a
tightrope acr is an understatement
because it demands competence,
resourcefulness and sagacity of the
highest order.

When representing the Project
Management Office to the head
quarters, the WSSM serves the needs
of the PM and the system project
without becoming a servant of the
PM, Project Management Office and
the subordinate command. To
become enslaved to the field would
destroy the WSSM's utility to the

14

• Configuration
Management

• Testing
• Evaluation
• Procurement
• Production
• Quality Assurance
• Distribution
• Financial Management
• Personnel Management
• Data Management
• Security Assistance

hea?9.uaners-the reason for the job
poslUon.

When representing the head
quarters to the field, the staff man
ager serves the needs of the Com
mand Group and the Army materiel
acquisition process without becoming
a bureaucratic tyrant. To become on
ly a pedantic mouth-piece for HQ
DARCOM would deStroy the viral
two-way communications link re
quired to be responsive to the needs
of system acquisition. The Weapon
System Staff Manager wears two hats
but cannot be two-faced.

The WSSM as a
Font ofKnowledge

WSSMs are materiel acquisition
management (MAM) specialists in
the fullest sense. Their "field of
play" includes all the key acquisition
management functions (see accom
panying list).

To properly and completely repre
sent the headquarters and to ensure
staff management of system acquisi.
tion, the WSSM must have a working
knowledge in the area of each of the
key MAM functions. The WSSM
relies on the Weapon System Sup
pon Officers or their rnana~ement

team for the detailed executIOn ex·
pertise, but the WSSM's knowledge
10 the area of each function must be
sufficient to support resourceful
resolution of issues.

The WSSM maintains a detailed,
comprehensive and up-to-minute

knowledge of the status of his as
signed program with respect to all
key materiel acquisition management
functions. This is the most time con
sUIDing task for the WSSM, but it is
also the most imponant and most
rewarding.

Second only to money, knowledge
is the most critical source of influence
and impact on system acquisition.
The breadth and quality of that
knowledge determines the effective
ness of the Weapon System Staff
Manager. Each tune a crisis issue
arises the WSSM asks, "What should
I have known and what could I have
done to avoid this?"

Acquiring and maintaining the
system knowledge essential to per
forming the WSSM's duties taxes the
WSSM's talents, psyche, and time.
There is no prescribed formula for
success. Doing the job well depends
on the system manager's ability to
mix with the key players involved in
the program, parucularll the PM.

If the personalities 0 the WSSM
and the PM "click," information
flow and the staff management proc
ess is enhanced. When this synergism
is lacking, responsiveness and effi
ciency in providing program needs
are lost. Making the PM-WSSM rela
tionship harmonious should be the
objective of both. However, in reality
the burden is on the staff manager.

The WSSM and the DASe
(and the FISO)

Before the realignment at DAR
COM that created the Weapon Sys
tem Staff Manager, the ODCSRDA
Department of the Army System
Coordinator (DASC) was the solitary
kingpin linking the PM and subor
dinate command to the Army Staff.
Many DASCs had become adept at
either bypassing the "bureaucrats"
at DARCOM or manipulating the
DARCOM action officer into im·
potence. Now, the WSSM and the
system coordinator work together as a
team. They stand back-to-back.

The DASC looks up the pipe to
the Army Staff, OSD and Congress
to get the resources and approvals for
program execution, and passes these
to the WSSM. The staff manager
looks down the pipe to the DAR·
COM staff, the major subordinate
command and the PM to ensure that
program management gets the Army
and the taxpayer "mostest" of the
"bestest" for the dollar spent.
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COL WILLIAM V. MURRY was chief of the
Missiles and Air Defense Systems Division in the
Researvh, Development and .Engineering Direc
torate, HQ DARCOM, during the implementa
tion ofthe WSSM concept. He is now the Dean of
Administration and Support at the Defense
Systems Management College. COL Murry holds a
BS from the U.S. Military Academy, and an MS
and a PhD in chemistry from Rensselaer Poly
technic Institute. He has servedabout nine years in
maten'el acquisition management positions and is
an Army War College graduate.

The WSSM has a similar relation
ship with the ODCSOPS Force Inte
gration Staff Officer (FISO). The
FISO works the generation and ap
proval of requirements between the
TRADOC surrogate user and the
Army Staff. The staff manager works
to ensure that the DARCOM devel
oper meets the user needs. However,
the WSSM is also expected to chal
lenge the user requirements with the
Force Inte~ration Staff Officer and
TRADOC m the interest of produci
bility, supportability and COSt
effectiveness .

The WSSM also works with the
integration staff officer to ensure re
quirements are specified as battle
field performance and supportability
parameters and that the user does not
try to "design engineer" the system.

The system coordinator orientation
should be on resources, and the
FISO's on priorities and require
ments, while the staff manager con
centrates on the business manage
ment of program execution. Like the
PM-WSSM relationship, the effec
tiveness of the DASC-FISO-WSSM
team as the Washington staff man
agement element depends on a mix
of personalities.

What Makes a WSSM?
In the DEA Directorate, most

WSSMs are G5-14 or GS-15 engi
neers but some of the military R&D
coordinators also serve as staff
managers. Most of the WSSM posi
tions are classified as mechanical
engineers (GS-S30) , a few are gen
eral engineers (G5-S01), and a few
are from other specific engineering
series, e.g., aeronautical (GS-S61) or
e1ecuical (GS-850/855). Regardless
of the classification, staff manage
ment of a system in development re
quires the Weapon System Staff
Manager to be proficient in multiple
engineering disciplines.

Engineering is only the entree to
the DEA WSSM job. It requires an
understanding of the technical issues
that drive development and procure
ment. However, as noted earlier, the
WSSM is an acquisition management
specialist who must know acquisition
policy, contracting, finance, testing,
CJ.ualiry assurance, production, provi
sIoning, supply and maintenance as
thoroughly as engineering.

A system begins the acquisition
process under the DEA director and
the staff management of a DEA

Directorate WSSM. Sometime later
in the system's life cycle, generally
after all development, including the
preplanned product improvements
(P!I) and the initial procurement are
completed, the system staff manage
ment responsibility is transferred to
the Supply, Maintenance and Trans
portation (SM1) Directorate. The ef
foIt of staff management at this time
centers on the logistics functions
shown in the accompanying list.
Consequently, most of the SMT staff
managers are supply management
representatives (GS-2003), mainte
nance management specialist (GS
301) and procurement specialists
(GS-345).

In the near future, many of the
SMT Weapon System Staff Manager
positions may be reclassified as
logistics management specialists
(GS-346). SMT WSSM positions are
graded as GS-ll, GS-12 and GS-13.
Some, who also have team and
branch supervisory. responsibiJiry, are
GS-14 and GS-15. Logistics is the
entree to the SMT Weapon System
Staff Manager's job.

Although the SMT staff manager's
responsibilities and expertise revolve
around the various aspects of logis
tics, the staff manager must be cogni
zant of the newly transferred system's
history, especially in the engineering
and funding arena. The SMT staff
managers, like their DEA Directorate
predecessors, must be a font of
knowledge for their systems.

In spite of job series classification
and grading, successful performance
as a staff manager demands ingenui
ty and human relations factors that
cannot be specified in a position
description. Identification of these
qualities in job applicants is difficult.

What Do WSSMs Do?
The simple answer to the above

question leaves a mundane picture.
A Weapon System Staff Manager sits
at a desk talking on the phone to col
lect data and assimilate knowledge,
writing i¢ormation papers to keep
the Command Group informed, and
writing messages and decision papers
to implement headquarters staff
management decisions. WSSMs run
around HQ DARCOM and the Pen
tagon coordinating matters and
papers on the assigned ptogram.

The WSSM travels to contractor
plants, major subordinate com
mands, laboratories and test sites to
gain first-hand knowledge and to
participate in the materiel acquisition
management process. The WSSM
also attends seminars, conferences
and courses at the Defense Systems
Management College, the Army
Logistics Management Center and
the Army Management Engineering
Training Agency to hone skills in ac
quisition mana~ement.

When the SImple description of
what a Weapon System Staff Man
ager does is placed against the
background of what the WSSM con
cept is all about, the picrure is far
more complex and interesting. The
picrure of WSSMs in action is par
ticularly interesting. This is because
they can, and usually do, impact on
the success of a program.

Staff managers can justifiably take
pride in the/art they play in helping
the PM an DARCOM make that
program a successful materiel acquisi
tion effort. Instead of likening the
Weapon System Staff Manager to the
tradesmen of Camelot, it might be
more appropriate to draw a com
parison to Merlin-advisor to the
king and performer of magic, Yea
verily, the WSSM is a wizard.
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SA-8. The SA-8
air defense unit is
fully autonomous,
performs all ac
quisition, tracking
and guidance
functions on one
amphibious vehi
cle. The missiles
have an effective
range ofup to
15 km.

Soviet
Pictured are the best available ~
tactical missiles, submitted by th
Agency. A short description ide
each photograph.

SA-6. The SA-6
GAINFUL missiles
have a minimum
range ofapprox
imately 4 km, a
maximum range of
about 30 km, and
are usedfor low
altitude air defense.

SCUD. (nght and below)
Produced in two models
SCUD-A and SCUD-B.
SCUD-B har both a tracked
and wheeled version.

SS-22. Replacing/augmenting
the SS-12 (same vehic/e) with
similar range but greater
accuracy.

The SS-23 (not shown), with
improved range and accuracy, is
replacing the SCUDs.

FROG-7. (above) An unguid.
with a range ofabout 60-70
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5A-4. The 5A-4 is an Army-and-front-Ievel medium to
high altitude tactical surface-to;air missile system with a
maximum operational range 0/80+ km,

SA-13. The
SA-13 Jystem, a
replacement for
the 5A-9, has a
range-only radar
and can intercept
targets at ranges
up to 4 km and
will be employed
against dose air
support aircraft.

55-20. Artist's concept ofa mobile launched
intermediate range ballistic missile, cam'ed
on a tracked vehicle. Two versions are
known: a MIRV version, and a long range
version. 5S-20 was initially deployed in 1978.

Missiles
classified photographs of Soviet

~ U.S. Army Missile Intelligence
tifying each missile accompanies

S5-21. (right)
Transporter-erector
launcher, replaces
the FROG-7 with
better range and
accuracy.

5A-7. (left) The
SA-7 is a man
portable, infrared
homing, shoulder
fired surface-to-air
missile with a range
ofapproximately 5-6
km,

The 5A-9 is a short-range
system with four infrared
homing missiles mounted
on a launch rack atop a
modified BRDM-2 amphib
ious vehicle. 5A-9 is used
in conjunction with the
Z5U-23-4 and has a range
0/4-6 km,
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The Role of ODCSRDA's Missiles and Air Defense Division

What role does the Army Staff play in the acquisition of weapon
systems? Although space limitations in this issue of Army RD&A
Magazine pteclude a <fucussion of the entire tole of the Army Staff, it
is possible to describe one of these roles-that performed by the
Missiles and Air Defense Division within the Office of the Deputy
Cbief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition. The
following article is a brief but concise summary of this role and one of
the key individuals involved in it-the Department of the Army
System Cootdinatot (DASC).

At the outSet, it should be stated that the Missiles and Air Defense
Division is the "hub" relative to the passing of information on every
missile and air defense system within the Army. Responsibiliry for
accurate, up-to-date status reporting on all aspects of sysrem develop
ment, testing, ptoduction, and fielding tests with this division.

Comprised of a chief. 15 OASes, 3 budget analysts, and admin·
istrative suppon personnel, the Missiles and Air Defense Divis.ion is
currently responsible for 53 R&D projects and 20 procurement effores.
Their IT 1984 R&D budger is approximately $480 million and their
procurement budget is about $3.5 billion.

The division channels DA Program Guidance to subotdinate ptO
gram managers and addresses RD&A issues within the Army Staff. In
addition, the division monitors development of missile systems
through irs system coordinators. These OASes interact with all related
DA Staff members and represent HQ DA at all subordinate command
levels.

Functions of the DASC
The primary function of the DASC is to actively participate in the

development of all Planning, Ptogramming, Budgeting. and Execu
tion System (PPBES) documentation for the system. This documenta
tion includes:

• Program Decision Increment Package preparation
• Ptogram Objective Memorandum (POM) justification
• Modernization Resource Information System IArmy Moderniza-

tion Information Memorandum .review
• Budget submission
• The Program Budget Decision (PBD) process
• System Acquisition Reviews (if appropriate)
Secondly, the DASC prepares Congtessional statements. testimony,

and information papers, and meets with Congressmen and their staff
ers as required. In addition, he mUSt prepare for and participate in all
ptogram reviews, monitor test ptograms, and participate in the
fielding of his system.

Not only is the system coordinatot tesponsible for being a shon
notice, reliable information source, he must ensure that presentations
are unbiased and that he is an honest broker. A DA System Coor
dinator establishes his reputation based on his credibiliry.

All forms of communication, both formal and informal, are used by
the DASC to relay information not only up and down the Army chain
of command, but also to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) ,
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and the Congress.

The DASC must be an expert. communicator and briefer. Every type
of audio visual tool is available and is used at one time or another by
system coordinators. The job entails management and marketeering.
Information has to be tailored to meet each and every requirement.
Formats are numerous and, as a result, "cut and paste" is a mle rather
than the exception.

Formal documentation requirements are structured around the

planning programming and budgeting process which includes annual
(POM, and budget) as well as milestone driven requirements
(ASARC/DSARC). The coment of these formal documents is speci
fied by regulation. Their staffing and coordination follows well estab
lisbed guidelines, and their ultimate purpose is generally well known.

Less formal methods of tr:lCISmirting information include infnrma
tion papers, briefings, film clips, phone conversations, and impromp
tu meetings. It is not unusual for a DASC to be given one to two
hours notice to go to the Congress or OSD to defend his program.

Although prescribed channels do exist for OSD. the Congress. and
the press to obtain information. they are often times circumvented for
the sake of expediency. The DASC must be prepared for this, respond
to the situation, and then let his chain of command know what
happened.

Involvement With the User and Developer Communities
Each ODCSRDA representative may informally coordinate directly

with subordinate agencies throughout the developer and user commu
nities. For example, it is common for the DASC to direcly deal with a
project management office (PMO) or TRAnOC systems management
office (!'SMO). These informal coordination activities provide the flex
ibiliry necessary to develop timely drnfr staff actions in response to
development issues originating at the Congress. OSD, other Services
or Army agencies. However. to ensure consistent and appropriate ex
change or validation of information in the formal sense, the DASC
coordinates with his coumerpart weapon system staff manager
(WSSM) at DARCOM and relies upon the Force Integration Staff
Officer (FISO) to coordinate with TRADOe.

A word about the FISO. He is the DASC's counterpart in ODC
SOPS and, as such, is the action officer on the Army Staff which he
deals with most. The DASC and the FISO operate in close partner
ship, keeping each other informed and supponing each other's
actions.

Other ODCSRDA representatives, such as the Program Analysts,
coordinate directly with counterparts ar HQ DARCOM. This formal
coordination structure provides reasonable assurance that appropriate
HQDA and subordinate activicies are provided an opponunity to
comment on Army development actions.

Other Services and Allied Nations
In the area of international weapon sysrems acquisition. mOst con

tacts with other nations are conducted through OSD. In the area of
foreign military sales cases the Defense Securiry Assistance Agency
(DSAA) is the primary OSD organization involved in policy level deci
sions regarding acquisicion of U.S. systems.

However, in recent years most foreign allies, especially NATO Na
tions and Japan, require their foreign military sales expenditures in
the U.S. to be offser by U.S. exp'endirures (government or industry) in
their respective counrries. This offset requirement is making it much
more difficult to establish large international weapon systems
programs.

As a resulr of these offset requirements, a DASC must interface
with many different elements of the OSD Staff to coordinate all the
weapon programs under consideration by a particular foreign
customer. In some cases where co-production or licensed production is
conceroed, there can be large amounts of interaccion between the U.S.
Army program and international programs.

(Continued on page 21)
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Interview With

LTG Robert L. Moore

DARCOM Deputy Commanding General
for Research, Development and Acquisition

Q.
A.

Q
During a speech late last year you indicated that one of
me importam aspects of the Army's force modecnization

• effort is the need for improved COSI discipline and qualil)'
control. Can you cite some specific actions thaI DAR

COM has taken ro insure thaI chis need is being addressed?

A Yes, we started Out at Arlanta IX. Atlanra is the series of
Army f industry conferences ro talk about how we can im-

• prove che way we do business. I think better cost control
results when chere is a better understanding berween

indu.try and che Army on whar our needs are and how ro go about
meeting those needs. We should be up fronr wirh the contractor and
he should be up from with us. I say mat in the literal sense of "good
business. "

Adversarial relationships must go. We've got to have a better rela
tionship from che outset. 10 doing that, DARCOM discussed with in
dustry the evolution of cost estimates from a parametric analysis all the
way through defining che COSt to a Should Cost effon. This would
bring togecher experts in che comptroller area, the procurement area,
the producibilil)' area, and industrial engineers to look at the produc
tion base itself. They could see what standards and utilization factors
were important and chey could have better cost estimates from che
outset. If we can have bener cost estimates and mote realistic negoti
ating positions. I chink we can bettet control costs.

Secondly, we decided at Arlanta IX chat we would use all available
data to watch over industry's shouldet in order to insure that the pro
ducrion line was staying wichin che cost constraints provided by the
contract. I put it very simply, sometimes, when I say a project manager
ought £0 contracr for his program and then manage the contract execu
tion. If he does that, he'll manage his program.

We musr be more concerned about che COSt of the programs and rhe
execution of those programs and less about the budgetary constraints.
We must also SlOp trading off chings in the process. like S\'are parts. or
producibiJity engineering or ptoduction tooling. Aoyrh1l1g we trade
off up front we have to put back in later and che later we put it in, che
more expensive it is.

We have to look fot halanced programs, and I chink we've done
chat. It should be emphasized that the initial operational capability is
a mileslOne and not a magic date. Work toward the milestone and not
lOward a magic date.

Finally, we must get lOugh about producibiliry and qualil)'. We in
the Army and the contraclOr must understand that quality must be
achieved and cannOt be traded for cost or schedule. In fact, good
qualil)' should help reduce cost and improve our chances of malcing
schedule. We must reduce scrap and rework. We must do ir right the
first time. We'te getting there.

Q
Prior to your present assignmenl you served as com
mander of the U.S. Almy Missile Command and prior ro

• thaI tour you were DARCOM chief of staff. Whal com
ments or suggestions rela tive to improving the RD&A

process mighr you offer since you have been involved in malUgement
of the process from a number of vantage points?

A I have three suggestions. First, and most imponanr is 10
stan off with a good acquisilion suaregy. This nOI only

• includes bow to buy the system but its defmition from
the TRADOC requirements {'oint ofview, and a plan for

how 10 rest ir. Defming the fisk areas is Just as necessary as defming
the strategy.

The second is that DARCOM and TRADOC must wotk with the
plOjeet manager and the TRAnOC System Manager (TSM) to fteeze
the requirements and the design process in order to develop the
weapon system in some meaningful timeframe. Some people would
call thaI stabiliry, and that's what we need.

My third point relates directly to stability. The TSM and the project
manager should initiate a mind ser in the Army that says "Our job is
to fight unnecessary changes in weapons systems." We defme the re
quirement and we defme the strategy ro bring on a sysrem ro meet
that requirement. We, therdore, ought to fighl for the funds to pur
sue the plOgram and fight against tinkering with the requirement
after we have staned ro develop the weapons system. lf we did thar, I
think we could shonen the acquisition process. and provide slabiliry
for ourselves and the contractors. Finally, we need che Army collective
ly 10 sign up for what is reaUy required and have cohesion m pursuing
the syslem 10 fruition. Overall, we'd have a better program. We'd all
sign up for what we want from the beginning. We'd have cohesion of
purpose throughout che Army.

Some people conrend chat the Army's acquisition process
has grown unnecessarily burdensome due 10 increasing
Congressional involvemenr in me process. What is your
opinion?

I don't know how to stop that. That's their prerogative. I
chink the process has glOwn increasingly burdensome due
to everybody's involvement at every level. It's nor just
Congress, it's DOD, DA. DARCOM, TRAnOC, and

field commanders, who are now asserting cheir tighls. The pMs and
TSMs are also having an impact during the design and requirements
process. Everyone is contributing some mput, and that is healthy if it's
controlled. I chink one way to exercise control is ro have some uniry of
purpose and cohesion in the process as I described earlier. We've got
to do a better job of .howing Congress chat we've decided on whar we
need and are ~oing 10 develop and procure che system in a reasonable
time and withm cost. Congress has cheir requiremeor to provide those
dollars and we have our requirement to protect and spend them
properly.

Q. You receorly Staled in a letter to General Keith thar a PM
must live wichin funds allocated in the POM and seek
risk money through COst reductions, value engineering
and other initiatives, Is chat statement meant to discour-
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Q Durin$ recent years you have devoted a large ponion of
your nme ro some of rhe more controvctsial of rhe "high

• visibility" systems such as Petshing II. Are rhere any
lessons leamed Ot special problems associated wirh these

systems that you would like to discussi

A I would like to put some myths to bed. Concurrency isn't
bad, in fact on expensive sysrems ir is COSt effective if

• done well. Some people arc worried about insufficient
resting. I'm worried abour a differenc ~Cet of testing. It

seems rhar we can no longer rolerate failure in englOeering develop
ment testing. Bur that's what eogineeting development testing is all

available to us rarher than try to gather all rhe resources under our own
name.

We really have one heck of a talem bank. We have industrialists in
the depot system, physicists, engineers, and scientists galore in the
laboratoty system, and producibility engineers involved at all levels.
Additionally, we have good cost accountinl: and cose estimating peo
ple in rhe comptrollers' shops and good pncing talent in our procure
ment shops.

Another plus is our good .erocurement sense in our procurement
shops and our ability to specify in great detail rhe eechnical require
ments of a weapons system. Ifwe did our job as a ream rarher than in
our individual organizational functional roles and we understood each
other's interp12y in rhat team process, I think we would have a tre
mendous increase in our effccuveness. I'd like [0 see that happen.

Q
What is your assessment of two reccnt Army innova
tions-the High Technology Test Bed and the National

• Training Center?

A I rhink both of rhese are rhe greatest innovations pro·
duced by the Army in a long time. I have been to the

• National Training Ccmer. It provides a good base for ob
raining inseant feedback on individual marksmanship,

exposure and leadership capabilities. It provides a realistic tactical en
vironmem and makes it possihle to fighe a banalion size unit involving
friendly and enemy forces. The trairung center features a tOtal banle
field where nobody gets hurt. It is a good learning and feedback proc
ess. In my opinion, no sysrem is worth its salt without a good merhod
of obr.airung feedback. I have never seen a bener training device in my
life than the National Training CeOler.

The 9th Division's High TeChnology Test Bcd, now called rhe U.S.
Army Development Employmcot Agency, is an excellem way to take
concepeual eechoology and give it to a soldier in a division environ
ment for resting and ger early feedback on the feasibility of a system.
In my view, ir is a good idea to take some developmental conCepts and
put rhem in the field with the trOOpS very early 10 the process in order
to see if rhe concepe is worth pursuing and if the soldier is satisfied
with its design. Mter all, the soldier is the true customer.

Q
The philosophical approach to the High Technology Test
Bed appears to be the avoidance or streamlining of the

• conventional acquisition peocess. Is it wodring and does it
portend major changes in rhe acquisition process?

A It's working to a degree, but I don't know if it portends
major changes to the process. I'm nOt so sure we didn'e

• force ie into a different process. I think the thrusc of the
High Technology Test Bcd was to try to shorten the proc

ess. I don't know whether It will achieve rhat or not. What it will
achieve, if norhing else, is to get a soldier-machine interface early so
we can cell what the problems with thae interface might be, both in
rhe organizational and operational concepe and the hardware. 1
discussed rhae earlier.

I'm hopeful it will also shonen the process by showing us rhat we
can wriee meaningful requirements documents wirhout making rhem
unreasonably long and come up wirh the developer's concepe of how
to execute rhar requirements documem without caking seven months
to do so.

I also hope rhat the test bed approach will provide a way to do our
weapons concepe validation in a division environment so rhat we can
judge quicldy whether we need to go to advanced development or
eogmeeting development and whether we have established rhe con
cept properly. This should save us time in the process. However, I'm
nor sure We can reduce rhe bureaucracy in rhat process. We still need
to look at rhat.

"It should be em
phasized that the
initial operational
capability is a mile
stone and not a
magic date. "

How would you assess rhe technical talent bank both here
at HQ DARCOM and in rhe field?

The U.S. industrial base is often ctiticized for not being
capable of achieving all that the Army requires. What do
you believe needs to be done co improve this situation?Q.

I think rhere's a great deal of excellent talent both here
and in the field. Whae we musr learn to do bener is to
assimilaee rhat talent so that We understand rhe roles of
rhose around us. We all understand our own individual

roles quite well. However, We muse understand rhe role of others and
how We can effectively influence or impact the process itself. A PM
who lives for his project a100e may be a great project manager, but he
may be one who operates at the expense of the Army's overall needs.

What we've got to understand is how we each fie intO rhe toeal
system so the sum of the parts will be greater than the whole. We must
also use matrix management berter and use other's resourCeS which arc

Q.
A.

A I think we and industry muse uoderstand rhae we have
comracted for a produce of a seated qualiey and quaneity

• and they have the respoosibility. eO deliver rhe system
meeting cootract specifications. We mUSe make rhem

deliver ie and StOP waiving quality standards. We muse stick to rhe
standards we requested when we paid for the initial production coo
nact. We must get back co the basics-back to rhe American work
ethic and bener quality. QualitY. has goe to be our number ooe prod
uct. If ie is, rhen COst control will be much easier. I'm tallring quality
in everything we do; excellence and professionalism borh on the pan
of the Army and rhe conuactor, as well as DCAS and all others who
help us.

age the use of TRACE funding (or other rechniques for <rearing
ID2D2gement reserve) or jusr to encourage innovative approaches to
finding more money over and above the management reserve?

A It's more the latter than the former. The project manager
should have already estimated the COst of risk in the ini-

• tial program formulation, regardless of whether you call
it TRACE or put it into the program elements rhemselves

where the risk occurs. I don'e think ie maners. What does maner is
thae he must add in some excess funds as pan of his risk factor.

The biggest cost increase factor we have had in the past is inflation,
and if the PM had looked for ways to offser inflation by COst reduction
through value engineering, in partnership with his conrracror, then we
would have had less COst growth and maybe we would have starred liv
ing within our funds. Normally speaking, the Army daeso't have a
pot of reserve mooey, so every time a project manager asks for funds
for his program, those funds have to come from otherpro~. Now
what's that goin!!" to cost? It's going [0 increase instability, It'S going to
decrease flexibility and it's going to cause cnst growth not only in his
owo program but in everybody else's program thae's affected by the
uadeoffs we have ro make. Of course, this is assuming you don't kill
programs to P!J' the extra bill.

Ie's very difficult to gee a program killed because each one has its
owo guardian angel. I think we should kill some pro~. I think our
planer is probably tOO full and we oughe to look ae It and see whae we
wane to do about it. What we don'e wane is for the PM to uade-off
ITS, producibiliey, production engineering or training funds co pay for
engineering errors or poor quality.
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about' We should understand that in engineering development we're
going to shoot to fail. We're going to try to find the problems and
cure those problems and we're going to mature that system as we
brinE it through the ptocess.

Ifwe've done our job cortc:etly, we will not only have engineered a
weapon system itself, we will have also engineered the new aspects of
the production process and the production tooling. Therefore. by the
time testing has ended, the tested systems (R&D prototypes) will have
come off production tooling.

But we must be professional in our approach. Ifwe have difficulties,
we must stOp and fIX the problems. We must" manage OUt" the issues
and keep mck of the fIXes. We must work more closely as a team with
the scientist, engineers, testers, CJ,ualiry folks, laboratory and inte
grated logistics support penple; all tnvolved in bringing a quality, COSt
effective system to the soldier in the shortest possible time.

"We're in the mid
dle of the greatest
modernization since
World War II. "

The preceding ar#ck was authored by pmonnel in DCSRDA 's
Missiles tZnd Air Defense Division.

The DASC is required to meet with representatives from the allied
nations to discuss many details associated with program development,
scheduling, costing, fielding, and logistics. Usually after a foreign
country has made the decision to acquire a U.S. weapon system, their
military Staff will designate the equivalent staff member who will
function as a "DASC" for the foreign military customer. A direct
interface between the DASC and the foreign counterpart will then
occur on a fairly tegular basis.

Army Long Range RDA Plan
Another area of missile development in which the division plays a

part is in its contribution ro the Army Long Range RDA Plan. The
plan begins with input from the DASes which is then consolidated
inco an overall plan for the Army missile and air defense systems by
the clivision chief.

The Long Range RDA Plan covers the full spectrum of RDA activi·
ties and is a reflection of the input and cooperation of the entire Army
RD&A community. The plan also presents R&D initiatives in suppOrt
of concept requirements as stated in AirLand Battle 2000.

In FY 1982, the plan was used fot the first time as the basis for a
detailed review of the entire RDA program by the senior Army leader
ship to validate existing priorities and to provide to the Army Staff for
the development of the IT 198~-89 POM.

The plan has a 20-year threat horizon, portrays programs over a
l~-year period, displays RDTE initiatives that support procurements
in the next century, and is fully compatible with the budget. Finally,
the plan reflects a by-year Army ptioritization, is the start point for
RDA program building, and is the predominaIlt Army instrument to
stabilize the materiel acquisition process.

In summary, to coordinate the events in the life cyde of a system,
the Missiles and Air Defense Division must gather information,
analyze the facts and insure that the facts arc provided to the right
people at the right time to cause the right decisions to be made,

join the Materiel Acquisition Management Program and become proj
ect managers and asSlSt us in getting the most modern systems ro the
trOOpS in the shortest possible time. [ challenge everyone to seek out
these types of people and encourage them to join and be project man·
agers. It's an tnteresting and awesome job.

ODCSRDA's Missiles and Air Defense
Division . ..

(conhnued from page 18)

Wru.t are you going to do to strengthen ptoject manage
ment?

What advice do you have for present and future PMs
relative to successful managem~t of acquisition pro
grams?Q.

A. Know your job-know it in derail. Know your con·
tract-know it in detail. Be the master of your wnrld.
Control your environment even though you don't control
all dements of your environmenr. Be in charge and rake

charge.
Understand for whom you arc working. There are three pOJ;'ula.

tions: The American public, for whom you are building national
defense; the Con~ress, who represenrs that public and is critical when
we don't do our Job correctly; and more importantly, the American
soldier who's out there to defend his country and needs the right
weapons systems to do it. Our job is to get them to the soldier at the
least possible cost, with the best possible performance envelope, and
with the greatcsr possible quality. Be all you can be.

Our parener in this effort is industry. Industry must be a panner
and they must understand that they also serve the rest of the public. If
they don't do their job well, we absorb their criticism as well as OUIS. If
we don't do our job well, they will also receive criticism and the whole
System will become tarnished. If we want to retain American public
and Congressional support, and I think we can, we'll have to continue
to learn how to do our job better. We must do a berter job of control
ling quality and providing effective and efficient systems at lesser cost.
That's a big challenge.

The world of a PM is not a positive world. Mosc of the things he
deals with are problems or mistakes, so it's a negative world. Don't
think of it that way. Think of it as a challenge. If a PM can't do that,
then he is not of the mind set to be a very effective and efficient PM.
PMs will face challenges, a lot of criticism, and a lot of negatives. They
have to turn those around to positives. If they can't do that they
should not be ptoject managers.

Q.
A It is a great chalJenge today to have the job of a project

mana~er. We're in the middle of the gteatest modefOlZa-
• tion StnCC World War II. We arc fielding new SYStems

daily, and have highly spirited. hi,gh1y motivated trOOps
who understand high technology. They have lived with it. If there's
any problem in the Army today, it is that we older guys haven't been
around the new technology enough and we don't understand it.

We've got to ru.ve the right kind of people to bring on those
weapon systems; people who aren't afraid of pressure, who can
manage major tccbnical chalJenges, and arc not afraid of facing
criticism and change, for change 15 inevitable.

We need to ensure that the PM is considered a commander. That he
is heard and that he has a line of communication all the way to the top
that he can exercise when needed. We hope to provide these thin~.

The PM needs as much high level support as he can get to deal With
all those negatives I referred to earlier. To that end I have moved the
Project Mmagement Office hete at HQ DARCOM under my direct
control so that I can be more closely involved in the project manage
ment system.

Today we have the best Army I've seen during my 30 years ofservice
and I hope we can motivate and challenge more and more people to
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PM Conferees Cite Importance of 'Basics'

As,istant Secretary of the ANny (RD&A) Dr. Jay R.. Sculley presenti
the Award for Project Mi1"agement to COL Donllldj. CIlIlahan, PM
for the Multi·Service Communicatio11J Sysfem, Program.

Army Vice Chief of Staff

Army Vice Chief of Staff GEN Maxwell R. Thurman

Major issues related to successful management of key
Army weapon systems were addressed during general and
special session discussions at the 13th Annual Army Proj
ect Managers' Conference, 2-4 November, in Gettys
burg, PA.

The meering, which was sponsored by HQ U.S. Army
Materiel Development and Readiness Command, at
tracted more than 150 attendees. including the Army's
PMs, representatives from the Department of the Army,
laboratory directors, and personnel from major subor
dinate commands and suppon activities. A "back to
basics" theme underscored the tone of the conference,
which featured a format geared to maximum audience
participation.

DARCOM Commander GEN Donald R. Keith began
the mel ag With a 2-hvur "debriefIng" Of' t.he 1983
Army Commanders' Conference. His intent h~S to pro
vide the PMs with a flavoring of some of the thoughts of
the Army Chief of Staff and others who spoke at the con
ference. The conference, he said, was open, informative,
and highly productive.

Keith cautioned the PMs to keep in mind that "bad
news" does not get better with age. Said he: "If you
need assistance ask for it." Keith also emphasized that a
better job must be done to insure that program offices
and functional staffs have a good working relationship.

followed GEN Keith with an overview of a number of
high priority issues. One of his strongest points was the
need to put more stress on light forces equipment.
Backed by impressive statistics, the Vice Chief of Staff ex
pressed a very positive perspective relative to the high
caliber of individual now entering the Army. He credited
the RD&A community with making a major contribution
to the Army's successful recruiting effon because today's
recruits are largely being attracted to our high
technology .

Thurman called on the PMs to assist in putting the
Light Infantry Division together and to provide help
regarding equipment needs. Among the major points ex
pressed by the Vice Chief of Staff were: the need for
smaller and lighter equipment; better written c tracts;
the neei to es ~ lish better requrrl'"1ents; the need to
fIeld good equipment that works an.... .he need for better
operational securiry. He concluded by praising the
achievements of the PMs and stating that the troops in
the field are depending on them for good equipment.

Development and Readiness Issues

A "Huntley-Brinkley" type format was used as the
vehicle to present a back to basics discussion of develop
ment and readiness issues by LTG Donald M. Babers,
DARCOM deputy commander for Materiel Readiness,
and LTG Robert 1. Moore, DARCOM deputy com
mander for Research, Development and Acquisition.

General Babers noted at the ourset that DARCOM.
the Defense Logistics Agency and the General Services
Administration have put the Army in the best position it
has ever been in with regard to stocks. He added how
ever, that more attention must be paid to logistics R&D.

Babers' other key points were: consider non-develop
mental items; if you think a system shouldn't proceed to
Initial Operational Capability then say it shouldn't;
make use of your WSSMs; be more involved in the repair
parts process; and be well acquainted with your contract.

LTG Moore emphasized that everybody must be
responsible for successful fielding of equipment, not just
the PM. The logisticians and the labs, for example, must
get involved in the RD&A process early. He added that a
good starting point for a successful system must be a good
acquisition strategy.

Moore enunciated several things expected of the PMs.
These included: be an excellent manager and expediter;
utilize resources wisely; insure that quality, supportabili
ty and all the other "ilities" are addressed in the con
tract; be willing to accept decisions you may not agree
with; exercise control of all aspects of your system; and
make the contractor deliver what the contract calls for.

Under Secretary of the Army James R. Ambrose, the
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speaker for the formal dinner at the end of the fust day,
was very candid in expressing his viewpoints regarding
management of programs. He explained that require
ments are sometimes too severe and this can lead to
failures. He appealed to the PMs to be more diligent in
reading specifications and to do a berter job of assessing
the ramifications of the specifications. He added that the
first units of a system cannot always be expected to meet
reliability projections.

Ambrose stressed that there are two assumptions which
he believes are unrealistic and too costly to follow. They
are:

• All equipment must work under aU conditions and
in all environments.

• All of the Army must be equipped with the same
items.

Additionally. the Under Secretary said that the train
ing of Army contract personnel should be upgraded and
that more emphasis should be placed on suppOrt equip
ment. There is an imbalance in the purchase of primary
weapons and the purchase of support equipment, he
noted.

Other opening day speakers: Seymour Lorber, DAR
COM director of Product Assurance and Test, spoke on
some of the root causes of poor quality and the responsi
bilities of the PM and the contractor relative to quality.
(A comprehensive article on quality is scheduled for pub
lication in the Army RD&A Magazine in the nearfurure).

COL Ronald P. Cundick, chief, Contract Law Division,
Office of the Judge Advocate, discussed some of the
Army's tax liabilities which amount to more than $1 bil
lion annually as the result of indirect state and Federal
taxes. He offered some alternative approaches which he

"the training ofArmy contract personnel
should be upgraded and more emphasis
should be placed on support
equipment. "

James R. Ambrose
Under Secrerary of the Army

providing 2 good projection ofMTBF to be expected of an
item when it is fielded.

Army PM Award

One of the conference highlights was Assistant Secre
tary of the Army (RDA) Dr. Jay R. Sculley's presentation,
as luncheon speaker. of the Secretary of the Army Award
for Project Management to COL DonaldJ. Callahan, PM
for Multi-Service Communications Systems. His award
certificate reads: COL Donald j. Callahan is cited for
outstanding performance as Project Manager of the
Multi-Sef'llice Communications Systems Program dunng
the enticalperiodJuly 1982 throughJune 1983. Through
his initiative, technical competence, excellent judgement
and astute managerial ability, COL Callahan managed
and coord,nated the activities of a complex multi-level
program interfaCIng the joint tactical (TRJ-TAC) com
munications systems, the family of mobile subscn"ber
equipment and the family of digItal group multiplexer
equipment. His direct leadership andSlnet fiscal polteies
have resulted in significant cost savings while producing
and fieldIng state-ofthe-art systems on or before
schedule. COL Callahan's performance reflects great
credit upon himself, the Muiti-Sef'lllee Communications
Systems Program, and the U.s. Army.

Dr. Sculley provided brief remarks relative to the need
for paying greater artention to improved productivity and
quality. He emphasized the imponance of incorporating
the quality ethic throughout the entire RD&A process.

MG David W. Stallings, DARCOM director of Pro
curement and Production, opened the second day of the
conference with a spirited discussion of spare parts. He
related that the Congress considers this a very high priori
ty issue. He then discussed some of the actions which
have been taken to improve the Army's spare parts
posture. Some of his key points were the need to buy. .. . . .
spares m more econOffilC quannnes; mcrease compen-
tion; and the need to do a bener job of determining fair
and reasonable prices. He concluded by stating that in
dustry is a co-equal with the Army in improving the
spares program.

Light Infantry Division

The Light Infantry Division concept, a topic of increas
ing imponance at all levels of the Army, was the subject
of a presentation by COL Richard A. Burke, Jr., director
of Force Design, U.S. Army Combined Arms Combat
Developments Activity.

Supponed by an extensive array of graphic materials.
COL Burke gave an overview of the proposed makeup of
a 10,ODD-man force which would be capable of fighting in
a low to high intensiry conflict. Specific missions the
Light Infantry Division is being designed for include the
capability of fighting against light enemy forces in all
types of terrain and fighting against heavy enemy forces
in close terrain. COL Burke discussed the light division in
terms of its organization, personnel, and required equip
ment (a repon on the Light Infantry Division is pro-

felt might lessen the Army's tax burden. He noted that
his office has Army-wide responsibility for all tax matters
and should be called upon to assist PMs and their contrac
tors in analyzing questionable tax statutes.

COL Robert M. Nutt, chief, Labor and Civilian Person
nel Law Office. Office of the Judge Advocate General,
gave an overview of the mission of his office and services
it can provide as the interface between DA and the
Department of Labor. One of their major responsibilities
is to guide management in the event that a strike. slow
down or work intertuption occurs which affects any major
Army program.

BG Donald R. Infante, PATRIOT PM, related his ex
periences with the Test Analysis and Fix procedure, com
monly termed TAAF, as applied to the PATRIOT mis
sile. Some of the benefits ofTAAF include the potential
of reducing hardware problems, and the capability of
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"industry is a co-equal with the Army in
improving the spares program. 11

MG David W. Stallings
Director, Procurement & Production
HQ, DARCOM

grammed for publication in a future issue of Army
RD&A. MI1gazine).

DARCOM Deputy Director for Development, Engi
neering and Acquisition Darold L. Gnffin followed COL
Burke with a discussion of some actions that DARCOM is
taking to support the light division concept. He discussed
about 60 pieces of equipment which have been identified
for the division, based on the assumption that $1 billion
was available to procure the equipment.

Griffin also noted that DARCOM has established a
task force to work on the light division project. The PMs,
he said, are expected to take the lead for systems they are
responsible for and the major subordinate commands are
expected to take the lead for systems which are non
project managed. He added that the Army labs will be
responsible for technology development.

MG Louis Wagner, Director of Force Development,
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and
Plans, also provided a brief update on what the Depart
ment of the Army is doing relative to the light division.
He noted that approval for the new division must still be
obtained from the Secretary of Defense and the Congress.

Luncheon Speaker

Luncheon speaker LTG George Sammet]r. (U.S. Army
Ret.), gave a multiple topic presentation which evoked
vigorous audience response. He discussed industry's views
on the spare parts issue, engineering changes, and fInd
ings of the Atlanta IX Conference Cost Control Panel.
With regard to spares, Sammet appealed to the Army to
buy them in larger quantities, to combine requirements
for one or two years, and to do more concurrent buying of
spares in the basic contract.

In discussing engineering changes, Sammet noted that
there will always be changes but they should not be
allowed to get out of hand. He also clarifIed some of the
differences between design engineers and production
engineers and stressed that production engineers must
get involved in the acquisition process early.

Major findings of the Atlanta Cost Control Panel, cited
by Sammet, were:

• Cost growth is largely caused by unrealistic initial
budgets established in a highly competitive environment.

• The full-scale engineering phase needs to be rede
fined to include production on hard tooling.

• Contractors must be motivated to reduce costs along
with the government.

Other speakers on the second day of the conference
included:

MG Henry H Harper, commander, U.S. Army Depot
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Systems Command, reviewed some of the actions taken
by DESCOM during the past year to assist the PMs. One
of these was establishment of a Force Modernization
Office at each of the Army's depots. Harper also discuss
ed the total system fielding approach and his command's
data base on the PMs programs.

Assistant Surgeon General for R&D MG Garrison RPp
mund spoke on the need for the PMs to pay closer atten
tion to potential health hazards in development of their
systems. SpecifIc hazards his office is concerned about are
noise and blast, shock and vibration, humidity, heat,
cold and altitude, toxic gases, and radiation. He directed
attention to Army Regulation 40-10 which he termed
very lIDpottant.

"there wtll always be changes but they
should not be allowed to get out ofhand
. . . production engineers must get
involved in the acquisition process
early. "

LTG George Sammet,)r.
(U.S. Army Ret.)

Conference Conclusions

Reports from some of the special working groups closed
the second day of the conference. Some of the conclu
sions of these groups were:

• More general guidance is needed from the Secretary
of Defense regarding spare parts policies.

• Establish a spares clause in contracts that can be used
in basic ordering agreements.

• More emphasis must be placed on quantity spares
purchases to reduce repetitive buys.

• More information is needed on the Light Infantry
Division's maintenance and messing procedures.

• There is a need for a better defInition of where the
light division will be deployed.

The concluding conference session (restricted attend
ance) was devoted to executive discussions by high-level
HQ DARCOM personnel, commanders from major sub
ordinate commands, PMs, and PM designees.

Correction
In the November-December 1983 issue of

the Army RD&A Magazine the names of two
individuals listed on pages 22 and 23 (Key DA
Staff & HQ DARCOM Materiel RDA Person
nel) were misspelled. Our apologies to MAJ
Vincent R. Jozwiak and COL A. D. Rodgers,
III.
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DARCOM's Key Role in Target Signatures Programs and Requirements Planning
By William N. Hulsey I"

WIIlJAM N. HULSEY 1lI is fJ physical scientist with
the U. S. Atmy Foreign Science fJfI{l Technology Center
fJnd the program action officerfor the DARCOM SignfJ'
tures PlfJnning Effort. He ha.r fJ BS degree in m4the
maties from Southwestern College (Memphis), an MA
degree (pending) in economics from the Untllersity
of Virginia, and has served a.r fJn officer in the NallY
nuclefJr submmne force. He is currently pursuing fJ
Juris Doctorate degree at the CfJtho/if; Unillersity of
Amenia.

"The battlefield of the future. We should
expect the battlefield of the 21st Century to
be dense with sophisticated combat systems
featuring ranges, lethality, and employment
capabilities which surpass anything known in
contemporary warfare. The airspace ovet the
battlefield will be saturated wIth aerial and
space surveillance, reconnaissance, and target
acquisition systems". (~tI.aod Battle 2000).

The preceding proJecuon places an unpret
edeared burden on developeIS of tomorrow's
military systems and equipment. Within the
Army this burden is borne by the U.S. Army
Materiel Development and Readiness Com
mand (DARCOM), which must not only de
velop these systems but also maximize use of
its scientific and technical resources in the
process.

In order to perform this IDJSSIOn, It IS

critical that close coordination between the
DARCOM RDA laboratory scientists and
cogineers and foreign scientific and tec.hn.ical
intelligence (S&11) analysts be maintained,
because it is through a coordinated effort that
the detailed needs ofRDA laboratories can be
best satisfied by the intelligence community.

One of the key interfaces between these
proponents of the Army's tec.hn.ical commu·
nity is in the measurement and analysis of
target signatUIe data. These dara are used by
advanced sensors and seekers to identify,
classify, and target aircraft, ground vehicles
and land facilities. To develop stronger
linkages between these specialists and elimi.
Date duplication of effon or other potential
waste of critical resources in the development
of these data, the DARCOM SignatUIes Plan·
ning Effort was initiated during the summer
of 1982. Major thrusts of this program are to:

• Document the baseline situation in tar·
get signatures technical capabilities, existing
data, and ongoing/projecred programs with·
in DARCOM across the enure electromag·
netic, seismic, acoustic, and magnetic spectra.

• Identify, aggregate, and prioritiZe re
quirements for foreign and U.S. target signa.
tUIe technical information.

These objectives are being met, and will lay
the foundation for meaningful rechnical
dialogue promoting relevant scientific and
engineering developments in both the rarget
si~ature producer and end·uset commu
runes.

Because of the pervasiveness of resources
and requirements of the target signatUIes
community, this effon has required and
received significant supporr from DARCOM
RDA laboratories, foreIgn S&TI production
activities, and HQ DARCOM.

The Office of the Army Assistant Chief of
Staff for Iarelligence, the Defense Intelli·
gence Agency, and the Army Training and
Doctrine Command luve also provided guid·
ance throughout each program stage.

Responsibility for the SignatUIes Planning
EffOrt is assigued to the Army Foreign Science
and Technology Center (FSTq and is led by
Mr. Donald B. Dinger, FSTC deputy direc
tor. FSTC was selected for this task because it
regularly deals with all the above commands.

Program effons began by canvassing the
DARCOM tec.hn.ical community for raw data
or inputs on target signafUIe related resources
and requirements. This involved a tec.hn.ical

survey of all RDA laboratories and S&TI com
mands within DARCOM.

Results of the survey were initially used for
analysis and synthesis by DARCOM scientists,
engineers, intelligence analysts, and foreign
intelliJ:ence officers. These personnel were
orgaruzed into four technically oriented work·
ing groups associated with specific re~ons of
the electromagnetic, seisIDJc, acouStJc, and
magnetic spectra.

Working troup one dcalt with the ultra·
violet, visua , near infrared, and laser reflec·
tivity (near infrared) spectral regions. The sec
ond working group concentrated on infrared,
and laser reflectivity (far infrared). Working
group three specialized in radar cross section,
and millimeter wave ropies. Working group
four emphasized acoUStic, seismic, magnetic,
and electrostatic regions.

The objective of these working groups was
to converr the information from the survey
response forms inro succinct technical descrip
tions of DARCOM target signarures resources
and requirements.

When the technical descriptions were com
pleted, formal documentation of foreign
target signarure S&TI requirements was
necessary.

It was decided to not only make maximum
use of the DARCOM specialists who perform
this documentation (the DARCOM foreign
intelligence officers), but to also use those
specialists already luving a strong apprecia.
tJOn for the important cechnical details rele·
vanr to target signarures. To make cerrain this
would happen, foreign intelligence officers
were assigned to participate in the four
technically-oriemed working groups. These
same intelligence officers would then be
organized into a single working group to
develop the required documents. This design
proved successful in coordinating the effons
of all DARCOM laboratories. Results of these
combined effons, which were released during
the second quarter of FY84, are the following
information tools:

• Compendium of DARCOM Target SIg
nature Resources. This publication, in fWO
volumes, describes established capabilities,
existing data, and ongoing/pro;ecred pro·
grams in explicir rec.hn.ical detail. Descrip·
tions include points of comact, speetral
regions of interest, specific targets and target
rypcs, and many target signafUIe parametric
properties.

• Foreign Intelligence Production Require
ments for Target Signatures. These are the
official documents initiated by the weapon

system development community and result
in a Defense Intelligence Agency approved
production schedule. FSTC and other mem
bers of the national intelligence communiry
use this schedule to carry out intelligence
production. The Signa= Planning ElIon
has developed draft production require
ments, each covering a separate spectral
region and as many as 14 general target cate
gories (e.g. field artillery equipment).

These draft requirements are more techni·
cally complete than any prior existing target
signafUIe-reJated production requirements
and promise to be valuable in improving the
statements of intelligence collecuon require·
ments and other dOCUIOcots for directing in·
telligcoce activities, as well as strengthening
the ties between the designer/developer and
intelligence producer communities.

• Requirements for u.s. Target Signature
Technical Data. This aggregate list of techni·
cal requirements will be useful to the RDA
laboratory and foreign S&TI communities.
like the requirements for foreign signatUIe
intelligence, this listing represents the com·
bined needs of the DARCOM target signa·
rure community.

This complete set of technical requirements
will allow maay target signarure field tests
and data collection effons to be more e£Ii
ciendy directed, oftco satisfying more than
just one I?rogram's or laboratory's needs. It
also will roclude points of contact, specrral
regions of interest, specific targets and many
needed signafUIe parametric properries.

• DARCOM Target SIgnatures R.esources
and R.equirements Data Bme. Currendy in
the fmal phases of development. this is an
automated data file which contains detailed
information to aid developers in meeting cur·
reor needs and to guide them in stating
furure requirements. It contains all of the
tec.hn.ical details described above, and will be
dissCIoioated to the DARCOM major subor·
dinare commands on magnetic tapes.

Since its inception, the DARCOM Signa·
tures Planning Effort has proven valuable in
bringing the signature community closer
together to solve pressing technical problems.
This demonstrates the merit of the program's
concept and the validity of irs approach in
developing necessary managerial and tec.hn.i
cal planning aids. More imeortandy, the real
benefits from this work will be seen in the
furure as these documents and the data base
serve the designers/developers of the ad·
vanced sensors, seekers, and munitions for
the battlefield of tomocrow.
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Army Approves The Materiel Acquisition Management Program
By LTC John G. Miscik

The Depanment of Army has approved the new Materiel Acquisi
tion Management (MAM) program for commissioned officers.
Although DARCOM has been assigned the responsibilities as propo
nent, MAM is an Anny program to benefit all organizations and offi·
cers performing acquisition functions.

The need for a MAM program is apparent when considering the
following facts: MAM is highly complex, starting with combat
development through research, science and engineering, to procure·
ment and production ofsystems or equipment; a significant portion of
the Anny budget is for materiel acquisition; in comparison to the
overall commissioned officers in the Army, only a small portion work
in the acquisition field. The bottom line is that approximately 6 per
cent of the officer corps manages 37 percem of the budget involving
100 percent of the high, technologically complex acquisition business.

MAM is a multi-disciplined field requiring managerial cxpenise
across a broad range of functions. Today's technology, system com
plexity and rising production COSts, make it vital that the Army
develop successful managers throughour the entire acquisition arena.

Positions requiring officers with MAM skills are predominantly
found in DOD, DA, TRADOC and DARCOM. These organizations
playa vital role in the .acquisition process. Currently, slightly over
2,000 'positions have been identified for the MAM program.

MAM is designed to provide -nfficers with defense materiel acqui
sition management skills. This is achieved through intensive train·
ing and broad based assignments. Objectives are in Figure I.

The program combines the functions and specialties involved in
materiel acquisition into one program for the first time in the hisrory
of the Army. Thus, the Anny can develop and assign the right of
ficers, with the right abilities, to the right jobs in materiel acquisition.

MAM is a dual cracking program under the Officer Personnel
Management System. Program members are expected tn maintain
qualifications in both of their specialties.

The program is divided into three phases: the user/suppon
development phase, the MAM development phase, and the cerrified
manager phase. Each phase provides an imporrant fouodation for the
next phase. As officers progress through the phases they gain the
knowledge ani! skills to be proficient materiel acquisition managers.

The useilsuppon.development phase, which begins when an officer
enters active dury, lasts about six years. OUting this phase, branch
specialization and company grade professional development .occurs.
Also, officers develop an imPOrtant userfsuppnn base of knowledge
and experience. Acquisition personnel exist to satisfy a user's need. It
is upon the userfsuppon base of experience that we develop the MAM
skills for subsequent userfsuppon systems acquisition. This phase
precedes the development of MAM skills but is very imponant.

The MAM developmem phase begins when an officer enters the

MAM OBJECTIVES

• TO ENSURE THAT OFFICERS PERFORMING MATERIEL ACQUISITION
MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS OBTAIN SPECIALIZED AND INTENSIVE
TRAINING, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL ASSIGNMENTS

• TO PRODUCE MATERIEL ACQUISITION MANAGERS'WITH A BROAD
PERSPECTIVE ACROSS THE ENTIRE FIELD OF MATERIEL ACQUISITION
MANAGEMENT

• TO MAXIMIZE SUCCESSFUL MATERIEL ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT
THROUGH CONTROLLED ASSIGNMENTS OF PROPERLY TRAINED,
DEVELOPED AND CERTIFIED MAM OFFICERS

• TO ENSURE THAT MAM OFFICERS HAVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ADVANCEMENT AND CAREER SATISFACTION

Figure 1

program at approximately the 6th year of active commissioned service
and lasts for apptoximarely 10 years. This phase includes required
training and assignments in MAM positions fot captains and majors.

The cenified manager phase starts at approximately the 16th year of
active commissioned service and bits throughout the remainder of an
officer's career. Specifically, it begins when program officers are cer
tified as materiel acquisition managers. During this phase officers
receive varied, high level, responsible managet assignments requiring
their MAM skills. Continued refrnemem of MAM managerial skills
occurs throughout this phase.

Entry intn MAM is accomplished' by a board selection process. Offi
cers must apply for the program by suhmitting a letter of application,
through their immediate supervisor for indorsement, to their appro
priate assignment branch at MILPERCEN. Applications shonld in
clude any training, experience or other peninent information.

All applicants who meet the selection criteria (see Figure 2) will be
considered for the program. Selection is based on specialty and grade
requirements. Not all those who apply will be accepted _ Once
selected, officers will be awarded the Additional Ski1lldentifi.er (ASl)
6T. The 6T code has up to now been used for the Project Manager
Development program which the MAM program is replacing. MAM
officers and duty positions will also be coded with ASl 6T.

There are two types of specialties involved in MAM: Acquisition
Specialties. and Hardware IAlignmem Specialties. Acquisition Special
ties (see Figure'3) consist of functions that are closely aligned with the
<l.cquisition functions.required in an acquisition position.

Hardware IAlignment Specialties provide the commodiry, hardware
or product focus for the acquisition functions. As an example, in a
position coded SlA12, the SC Sl indicates the acquisition require
mem, (RD&A) and the SC 12 indicates the hardware area (armor
systems). Both types of specialties are required to accurately identify
the requirements in acquisition positions.

Accurate identification of position requirements is essential to build
the proper inventory of MAM officers to meet the requirements.

The MAM concept is depicted in Figure 4. Active dury officers.
upon completion of S',<, years of active commissioned service, who
desire to become materiel acquisition managers may apply for the pro
gram. They must hold at least ooe of the acquisition specialties.

Officers, who hold any non-acquisition specialry during the userl
supp.on development phase may also apply for the program after hav
iog an acquisition specialty designated as their additional specialry.
Applicants who meet the selection criteria and are selected for the pro
gram by the MAM selection board will norma:lly enter the program at
approximately the sixth year of active commissioned service in the
grade of captain_ They will be awarded the 6T skill identifier and enter
into the MAM development phase.

MAM SELECTION CRITERIA

• BE IN ABRANCH MANAGED BY OPMS

• COMPLETED OBC & OAC

• BE IN THE GRADE OF CAPTAIN OR HIGHER

• COMPLETED AT LEAST 511, YRS OF AFCS

• EXPRESS ADESIRE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM

• HAVE DEMONSTRATED COMPANY GRADE PROFICIENCY AND POTENTIAL
FOR FIELD GRADE DUTY

• HOLO A MAM RELATED BACCALAUREATE OR HIGHER DEGREE

• HAVE DEMONSTRATED A HIGH LEVEL OF POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPMENT
AS A MAM OFFICER

• HAVE AT LEAST 6 VRS OF SERVICE REMAINING

• HOLD AN ACQUISITION SPECIALTY REQUIRING MAM OFFICERS

Figure 2
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MAM CONCEPT

ACQUISITION SPECIALTIES

27 COMMUNICATIONS·ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
45 COMPTROLLER
49 OPERATIONS RESEARCH/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
51 RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION
52 NUCLEAR WEAPONS
53 AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
71 AVIATION LOGISTICS
72 COMMUNICATlONS·ELECTRONICS MATERIEL
73 MISSILE MATERIEL MANAGEMENT
74 CHEMICAL
75 MUNITIONS MATERIEL MANAGEMENT
91 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
92 MATERIElISERVICES MANAGEMENT
97 PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION

Figure 3

When appropriate, MILPERCEN will assign the selecrees to their
fust MAM assignment with TOY eoroute to the MAM COUISe at Fon
Lee, VA. This assignment is normally followed by a return to each offi
cer's braoch or initial specialty for further user/suppon development.
At about the crud-poin< of their service as a major, program officers
will receive their second MAM assignment with TOY eoroute to the
Program Management Coune at Fon Belvoir, VA. The goal is to have
received twO MAM assignmeots by approximarely the 15th year of
active commissioned service.

Upon selection to lieutenant colonel, a very critical point is reached.
All program officers will be evaluated by a cenual selection board for
certification as materiel acquisition manageIS and retention in the pro
gram. Those who meet the cmification criteria (sec Figure 5) and arc
certified by the board will be assigned to lieutenant colonel and above
MAM positions. They will receive an Army certificate attesting to their
achievement of becoming materiel acquisition managers.

Only certified managers will be assigned to lieutenant colonel and
above MAM (61) positions. Officers who do not meet certification will
have the 6T code removed from their records and will be withdrawn
from the program. These officers will still receive assignments in their

G)PROGRAM DOES PERMIT SOME OFFICERS TO SINGLE TRACK

Figure 5

in effect ro facilitate building the inventory assets needed. Those offi
cers that were a pan of the PM development program will be screened
and if they meer the criteria will be automatically uansitioned intO
MAM. Other officers, majors and above, must apply and if they meet
the uansition criteria will be selected into the program. Their training
and development needs will be assessed and intensive management
will be provided to ensure the mosr reasonable ..get up to speed"
uaining and experience provided. The traDsition phase should nnt last
for more than 3 yean.

MILPERCEN has developed and HQDA has approved a personnel
management plan to manage MAM personnel. As a part of the plan,
the MAM controller/career manager will function as the focal point for
MAM assignments. (A detailedarticle on how MlLPERCEN will man·
I1ge program officers will appear in a future iJsue ofthiJ ml1gl1Zine.)

Details of rhe program will be included in the next updace to
Chapter 101, DA PAM 600-3 due out in 2d quarterofFY 1984. It will
be a comprehensive chapter and all officers should read it-particular.
ly MAM officers.

MAM is a complete, comprehensive, competitive and challenging
program. It is also exciting with its own checks. balances and rewards
whereby successful officers can reach the highesr levels of the Army.

MAM CERTIFICATION CRITERIA

• MILITARY SCHOOLING - OBC/OAC/MEL 4 (CGSC)
• CIVILIAN SCHOOLING - BACCALAUREATE OR HIGHER IN

MAM RELATED DISCIPLINE

• MAM SCHOOLING - MAM (ALMC) AND PMC (DSMC)
• TWO MAM ASSIGNMENTS
• HAVE DEMONSTRATED POTENTIAL TO SUCCESSFULLY SERVE

AT THE 05 LEVEL IN MAM

• QUALIFIED IN BOTH SPECIALTIESG)
• SELECTED FOR PROMOTION TO LTC

specialties bur not to MAM (61) positinns. All acquisition specialties
have both 6T and non-6T positions.

Required education for MAM officers consists of the 9 week MAM
CoUISC (enny level) at the Army Logistics Management Center at Fort
Lee, and the 20 week Program Management Coune ar the Defense
Systems Management College at Fon Belvoir.

MAM officers selected for a senior service college will normally be
programed to attend the Indusuial College of the Armed Forces,
although some MAM officers can expect to attend other senior service
colleges. Graduate civilian schooling is also available for officers to ob
tain a master's degree in MAM or a relared discipline. Related disci·
plines include management, business, engineering and hard sciences.

Obviously, it will take time to develop materiel acquisition manag
ers from new captains in the program. In the meantime, there will be
a shortage of majors and lieutenant colonels. To fill this shonage, ma
jors and lieutenant colonels who have had some related training ot ex
perience will need ro be selected inro MAM.

A uansition phase providing for a slighr relaxation of criteria will be

CERTIFIED MAM (05.

~
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MAM

01~======~

:: ---61----CERTIFIED
MANAGER

PHASE

Figure 4
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LTC JOHN G. MISCIK iJ assigned as
the materiel IUquiJition 11JI1!111gement
project officer in the Directorate for Per
sonnel, Training and Po,.e De~e1opment,

HQ, DARCOM. He iJ a gr. lII1te of the
COf1lf1ll1nd and General StaffCollege, the
Armed Fo,.eJ Staff College I11Id received
hiJ MA degree from the Uni~erJify of
Nebraska.
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AR 70-1 Revision Includes Major Policy Changes
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A approved by the Secretary of Defense.
army Regulation (AR) 70-1 (Systems The Acquisition Strategy is prepared,
Acquisition Policy and Procedure5), the reviewed, and approved for all four
capstone Army re5earch, development categorie5 of programs.
and acquisition rel!U1ation, has been Acquisition Strategy covers all impor-
completely revised by a joint HQDA- tant aspects of the acquisition process.
DARCOM work group. The revision was AR 70-1 dcfine5 the following 13 e1e-
completed in July 1983 and the regula- ments which must be addressed as a
tion is now at The Adjutant General's minimum: Program Structure, Contract-
Office with publication scheduled for 15 ing Strategy, Tailoring the Acquisition
February 1984. Process, Supporrability, Manufacturing

Sweeping changes in materiel acquisi- and Produetlon, Test and Evaluation,
tion policy, promulgated by DOD Direc- Cost Growth and Drivers, Technical
tive 5000.1 (Major Systems Acquisition) Risks, Safety and Health, Soldier-
and DOD Instruction 5000.2 (Major Sys- Machine Interface, RSI, Survivability
tem Acquisition Procedure5), mggeted and Endurance, and Short-Term Issues.
revision of all materiel acquisition Other elements can be added as war-
regulations. ranted by the peculiarities of each sys-

Additionally, the Army Staffdrastical- tem. Once approved by the Mile5tone I
ly condensed AR 1000-1 (Basic Policie5 decision review, the Acquisition Strategy
for Systems Acquisition), leaving a void serve5 as the stable baseline for the re-
in Armr guidance for implementing the mainder of a program and cannot be
new Office, Secretary of Defense (OSD) changed without approval of the original
and Army policies. The new AR 70-1 has approving authority.
filled the void, giving materiel devel- To emphasize the importance of from
opers comprehensive Army policy and end planning, all programs will have a
procedures for carrying out basic materiel Mile5tone I, where the Acquisition Steat-
acquisition life cycle activicie5. egy is presented, defended, and ap-

The most important feature of the proved. The course followed after this
new AR 70-1 is increased emphasis on depends on the program's Acquisition
planning at the front end of the acquisi- Strate$.}'. The new AR 70-1 encourage5
tion process. This is accomplished pri- flexibility, innovation and tailoring. For
marily through the new requirement for example, whole phase5 and milestones
a formal Acquisicion Strategy prepared may be skipped if such a program is
during the Concept Exploration Phase presented and justified in the Acquisi-
and approved at Mile5tone I. The front tion Strategy, and approved by the Mile-
end Concept Exploration Phase is ini- stone review process which includes in-
ciated with TRAnOes apptoval of an put from representatives from all the
Operational and Organizational Plan (or functional areas.
Justification for Major System New Start T
for programs breaching OSD's dollar he Acquisition Strategy is one of the
threshold). During this phase, the user three new standard Mile5tone program
(usually TRAnoq defiiies and refines review documents which AR 70-1 re-
the materiel requirement, and the mate- quire5 to be submitted to the Mile5tone
riel developer prepare5 the Acquisition review by the PM. All programs, regard-
?trategy .to re5pond to the user's matur- less of their level of review, will use the
109 reqwrements. same general formats. The other twO

The Acquisition Strategy is the project documents are the System Concept
manager's or materiel developer's master Paper (SCP), submitted at Mile5tone I,
"road map" or blueprint to satisfy the and the Decision Coordinacing Paper
requirement established by the user (DCP) , submitted at Milestones II and
community. There are four categories of III. These documents contain summarie5
decision reviews. The lowest level is the of the Acquisition Strategy, functional
In·Process Revjew (IPR), conduered and plans, and cost, schedule and perform-
approved at DARCOM. The next level is ance thresholds. On an exception basis,
the HQDA IPR, conducted at DARCOM the Milestone decision authority may re-
but approved at HQDA staff by the quest additional data for Milestones II
DCSRDA. The third level is the Desig- . and III in the fonn of the Integrated Pro-
nated Acquisition Programs. These are gram Summary.
reviewed by the Army System Acquisi- Other major changes promulgated by
cion Review Council (ASARC) , chaired AR 70-1 penain to Non-development
by the Army Vice Chief of Staff. Item (NO!) Policy, and the Operational

Approval authority is retained by the and Organizational Plan.
Army Acquisition Executive, the Assist- NOI Policy is one fonn of an Acquisi-
ant Secretary of the Army (RD&A). The cion Strategy. This revision of AR 70-1 is
final category is the DOD Major System. the fmt official detailed explanation of
These are reviewed by the Defense Sys- Army NOI Policy in a fonnal Army regu.'
tem Acquisition Review Council and lation. If early inve5tigations durrng the
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Concept Exploracion Phase indicate ex
isting sources (commercial, other Serv
iCe5, etc.) can satisfy the requirement,
the central effort during Concept Ex
ploration Phase is the Market Survey.
The Market Survey allows the materiel
developer to search all existing SOUCCe5
including commercial fums, other Serv
iCe5 or other nation's armed forces, to
determine if there is equipment in exist
ence that will satisfy the reguirement.

The Market Survey may Identify suit
able off-the-shelf equipment, available
equipment needing modification, or
frnd that a new development is needed
to satisfy the requirement. Results of the
Market Survey feed the Acquisition
Strategy and the remaining program is
structured accordingly. Although one of
~~ major advaD;tages .of th~ NOI ~~<J,ui
SlOon Strategy 15 savmgs 10 acqulSJUon
time, this is not to be done at the ex
pense of logistic planning. NOIs are not
exempt from being fully integrated into
the standard Army lOgIStiC system, and
each NOI Acquisition Strategy must ad
dress the logistic transition from off·the·
shelf to in-the-field.

The Operational and Organizational
Plan, as mentioned earlier, assuIDe5 a
new role. The initial plan serves as a re
quirements document to suppon the
Concept Exploration Phase. After the
Concept Exploration Phase, the Opera
tional and Organizational Plan is up
dated at each Milestone, but is no longer
a requirements document.

In addition to AR 70-1, four other
major acquisition guidance documents
are due for publication in 1984. These
are: AR 71-9 (Materiel Objectives and
Requirements) which descnbe5 the re
quirements generation process; AR 15
14 (ASARCIDSARC Procedures); AR
71-3 (User Te5ting); and the DARCOM
TRADOC Pam 70-2 (Materiel Acquisi
tion Handbook).

L summary, revision of AR 70-1 and
the other supporting acquisition regula
tions and handbooks I!rovide a much
needed update of acquisItion policy. Ap
plication of this policy should promote a
more disciplined acquisition program.

Additional infonnation on AR 70-1
may be obtained from Jim Sheldon at:
HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command, ATTN:
DRCDE-A, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333. His AUTOVON
phone number is 284-9060 and his com
mercial number is (202) 274-9060.

The preceding article WtU authored by
Jim Slieldon, an acquisition policy spe
cia/ift in the Acquisition Arsessment and
Policy Division, Directorate for Dellelop
ment, Engineen"ng andAcquisition, HQ
DARCOM.
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20th Anniversary

Army Field Office Provides
Key Air Force Interface

GEN Robert T. Mmsh, commander, Air
Force Systems Command, James H. Proctor,
chief. U.S. Army Field Ofji&e, and MAJ
John M. TanziJlo, R&D coordinator, U.S.
Army Field Ofji&e, discuss the At,. Force
requirementI for At,. 8aJe Defense.

An imponant function of effective in
terservice research and development is
maintaining a direct interface between
the Army and the Air Force. From 1954,
until 1964 this function was performed
by liaison officers. However, in 1964, the
function was assumed by the U.S. Army
Field Office which celebrated its 20th
year of service on 1 }anuary~ 1984.

The U.S. Army FIeld Office is located
at Andtews AFB, MD, nearWasbingron,
DC. It is a separate Class II activity
reponing directly to the U.S. Army
Materiel Development and Readiness
Command (DARCOM) with full staff
status in the U.S. Air Force Systems
Command (AFSC).

This arrangement enables the field of
fice to assist in coordinating manage
ment procedures, monitoring ioint serv
ice programs, and keeping informed of
all Air Force Systems Command actions
of potential interest to the Army. Addi
tionally, the field office facilitates the
exchange of technical information with
DARCOM.

Field office areas of concern include
space programs, electronic warfare, aero
nautics, munitions, lase~, computer sys
tems, training devices, target acqwsi
tion, life cycle costin~, design-to-cost,
reliability and maintamability, testing,

contracting, project management, and
intelligence.

The Army Field Office may coordinate
requirements with any Air Force Systems
Command agency involving DARCOM
interests, but is often called on by
various Army and other service agencies
for assistance.

Many actions which the field office
becomes aware of do not warrant wide
spread dissemination of information. In
those cases, individual Army agencies are
contacted directly for comments. Proce
dures established to integrate efforts of
the Air Force, DARCOM, and other
Army agencies have often resulted in
joint development and testing projecrs
credited with substantial dollar savings.

The field office also has presented Air
Force policies that have been accepted
for Army implementation. Similarly, the
office has been able to assist Air Force
agencies in resolution of problems in
areas of Army responsibility.

Conve~e1y, in coordination with
Army agenCies, the field office has been
able to provide management policies or
guidance acceptable to the Air Force
Systems Command staff. Frequently,
these areas of interest require coordina
tion with DARCOM, Forces Command,
the Training and Doctrine Command,

TRADOC, and the Army staff.
James H. Proctor, a retired Army offi

cer has served as Chief of the Army Field
Office since its inception and headed the
liaison effon from 1958-64. He also
serves as an Army representative on
various interservice panels and commit
tees including the Joint Technical Coor
dinating Group on Aircraft Survivabili
ty; Aircrew Station Standardization
Panel; and the DOD Human Factors
Engineering Technical Advisory Group.

The Technical Digest, published
monthly by the field office, is the
primary media for dissemination of a
summary of selected Air Force R&D ac·
tivities of interest to the Army. Dis
tributed to all commands and agencies
within DARCOM as well as 64 addi
tional activities and other services, the
publication prompts requests for more
than 300 specific items monthly. Re
quests are accepted from ove~ as well
as CONUS-based commands.

Proctor, whose staff consists of R&D
Coordinator MAJ John M. Tanzillo and
Cristina E. Biesecker, administrative
assistant, said the primary mission of the
field office is to aid any and all pe~ons in
DOD agencies. "If you need USAFO's
services, we are involved from A to Z.
We welcome your call," said Proctor.

MERADCOM Becomes Belvoir R&D Center
of endeavor, ranging from mine detectors and bridges to
camoufl~e systems and water purification equipment. Inte·
gration WIth TROSCOM will streamline the process of gettinK
this equipment fielded and improve the management of
center-developed items throughout their life cycle.

During the redesignation ceremony, Belvolf Center Com
mander COL Theodore Vander HIs said the TROSCOM con
nection would "help us relate bener to the Army in the field
and, with MG Kenneth E. Lewi as TROSCOM commanding
general, ~rant us a weightier voice in the TRADOC·DARCOM
commumty."

Fort Belvoir's largest organization, the U.S. Army Mobiliry
Equipment R&D Command (MERADCOM) , has been reo
named the Belvoir Research ana Development Center.

The change is the result of the formation of the Army's new
Troop Support Command (fROSCOM) in St. Louis, in a
realignment of major subordinate commands of the Army's
Materiel Development and Readiness Command. No reloca
tion ofMERADCOM's 1,200 predominantly civilian personnel
is involved.

The Belvoir R&D Center will retain the command mission of
developing military equipment in more than 20 different fields
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Awards...
Hollis Presents Army Systems Analysis Awards

CPT August C. MPnguso, Army Concepts Anfllysis Agency (CAA),
f1Ccepts the Systems AntJIysis AWflrdfrom Deputy Under Secretary of
the Army for Operfltiom Reseflrch Wfllter W. Hollis as David C.
Hflrdison, CAA director, looks on.

Troop Support Agency personnel in placing the model in
operation on the available computer system. The econometric
model and documentation were designed with flexibility, ease
of operation, accuracy and reliability as key factors.

The group award for systems analysis achievements was
presented in recognition ofa stUdy which was also sponsored by
ODCSLOG. Identified as the Unit Productivity-Transportation
Study, this effort was conducted by a multi-disciplinary team
of five civilians from the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activ
ity (AMSAA) and the stUdy leader from ODCSLOG.

The objective of the stUdy was (Q examine a potential in
crease in the wartime capability of sdeaed Army transporta
tion units in order co offset shortfalls in the number of unitS re
quired in the force strUcrure. Seven transportation companies
were selected for evaluation.

One of the findings of the study was that the density of
materials handling equipment assigned to Army terminal units
is extremely low when compared to similar civilian operations.
The study team also found that the lack of communications
equipment has imposed severe constraints on many terminal
and trUck operations.

Presentation of Army Systems Analysis Awards was made
late last year by Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for
Operations Research Mr. Walter W. Hollis during the XXIl
Army Operations Research Symposium at Fort Lee, VA. One
award was given to an individual and one was given to a group.

Comprised of an engraved plaque and a citation certificate
signed by the Secretary of tbe Army, the Systems Analysis
Award may be given annually to an individual and to a group
for technical achievements by Department of the Army civilian
or military personnel engaged in operations research/systems
analysis activities.

Any DA analyst, technician or group whose contribution was
made or culminated during IJuly 1982 through 30June 1983
and met one of sevetal criteria was eligible for nomination.
Twelve individuals and 22 groups were nominated for the
award.

CPT August C. Manguso, an operations research analyst in
the Data and Intelligence Service Division, U.S. Army Con
cepts Analysis Agency, was tbe tecipient of the Systems
Analysis Award for individual aehievement. His citation
praised his significant service to the Army's master menu plan
ning process.

Specifically, CPT Manguso was c;redited with developing the
Econometric Model for Optimizing Troop Dining Facility
Operations. This srudy. which was sponsored by the Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (ODCSLOG), was ini
tiated in response to a need for a consistent, analytical ap
proach fot evaluating food service resources in planning the
Army's master menu.

The formet method of developing the master menu was con
sidered a subjective analysis using some manual and some par
tially automated procedures. There was no assurance that the
resul ting menu met optimal nucrition requirements. food and
labor costs, and overall acceptability.

As the srudy director and the only full-time member of the
study team, CPT Manguso conceived the new analytical meth
odology in which nutrition, food costs, acceptability and labor
costS could all be considered in achieving a new menu which
comes as close as possible ro satisfying all of these facrors.

CPT Manguso was further credited with meeting all require
ments of the stUdy, delivering the model (with documenta
tion) to the Army Troop SUpport Agency. and with assisting
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Shown are MAl Edwflrd
Quatrevaux, ODCSLOG,
displaying the Systems AntJIyru
Award Certificate and Davidj.
Shaffer, AMSAA. holding the
award p"rque.

The citation presented for the group achievement noted that
the Unit Productivity-Transportation Study established a
precedent in methodology for evaluation of combat service
support units. Additionally. the stUdy recommendations have
been validated and have, in some cases. demonstrated increases
in productivity up to 236 percent.

Recipients of the group award were AMSSA employees Mr.
David J. Shaffer, operations research analyst and the team
leader for the AMSSA effort; Mr. Louis F. DeLattre, operations
research analyst; Mr. James F. Parman, military and logistics
systems analyst; Mr. John P. O'Malley. operations research
analyst; Mr. Theodore M. Muehl, operations research analyst;
and MAJ Edward Quatrevaux, stUdy leader from the HQ DA
ODCSLOG Directorate for Plans and Operations.

BRL Engineer Receives 1983 Kent Award
Alexander S. Elder. an engineer at the Army's Ballistic

Research Laboratoty (BRL) has received the 1983 Kent Award,
an honor recognized at BRL as the highest annual commenda
tion for achievements in scientific and engineering research.
The award was established in 1956 and honors BRL's promi
nent scientific leader, the late Dr. Robert H. Kent.

Elder was cited for his technical contributions and expertise
in the fields of in-bore dynamics and sabot design. A veteran
Army researcher, with more than 30 years of Federal service,
Elder is the analytics team leader in the Mechanics and StrUc
tures Branch in BRL's Interior Ballistics Division.

He was awarded a bachelor's degree in mathematics from
Harvard University and received a master of education degree
from Boston University. In addition, holds an MS degree in
mathematics from the University of Delaware.
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need of 400 to about 1,500 during the next 20 years as the
needs of the Navy, Air Fotce, and Marine Corps are identified
and satisfied. Fot more information on the new career pro
gram, contract the nearest Army Civilian Personnel Office.
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Personnel ...
Black Becomes DARCOM RDA Assistant Deputy

Robert O. Black, who has
served since 1981 as associate
direccor for Systems, U.S. Army
Missile Laboratory, U.S. Army
Missile Command, Redstone
Arsenal, AL, is the new U.S.
Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command prin
cipal assistant deputy for
Research, Development and Ac
quisition, following the retire-

Robert O. Black meor ofJohn D. Blanchard.
Black, whose special expertise

includes laboratory I project interface, missile testing
technology, test programs development, reliabiliry growth,
and product assurance, was directot of Test and Evaluation at
the U.S. Army Missile Laboratory from 1974 to 1981. In 1971
he took over as director of U.S. Army Missile Command qual
ity reliabiliry and maintainability programs, following his
organization of the Directorate for Product Assurance.

He holds a BS degree in industrial engineering from the
University of Oklahoma, an MS degree in industrial engineer
ing from the University of Alabama, and an MS degree in
management from the Massachusetts Institurc of Tcchnology.

Additionally, Black is a membet of the Association of the
U.S. Army and he is a recipient of a Deparunent of the Army
Exceptional Civilian Service Award, two Meritorious Civilian
Service Awards, and was a 1968 nominee for the Arthur S.
Fleming Award.

60ge Takes Over as ETl Technical Director
Walter E. Boge has been

named technical director of the
U.S. Army Engineer Topo
graphic Laboratories (En), Fort
Belvoir, VA. As technical direc
tor, he is the deputy for tech
nical affairs to ETL's Com
mander and Director COL
Edward K. Wintz.

Since joining ETL as a general
engineer in 1%lJ., Boge has held
a series of increasingly responsi- Walter E. Boge
ble positions, most recenlly as
director of En's Geographic Sciences Laboratory. His technical
experience includes mapping, charting and geodesy, digital
image processing and systems engineering.

Boge received a bachelor's degree in civil engineering from
City College of New York and a master's degree in civil engi
neering from Purdue University, Lafayette, [N.

Boge holds the Talbert Abrams Award from the Ameri an
Society ofPhotograrnmerry and the Ell. Commander's Leader
ship Award. He is a member of Chi Epsilon Civil Engineering
Honot Society, Phi Kappa Psi Graduate School Honor Society
and the American Sociery of Photogrammerry.

He worked as a physicist at the Army's Watertown Arsenal
Laboracory in New York prior to beginning his assignment at
BRL in February 1950.

Elder is a charter member of the BRL Fellows, an honorary
scientific group, a member of Pi Mu Epsilon, a mathematics
honot society, and is listed in the American Men ofScience,
Who's Who in the East, and the Dictionary of International
Biography.

His professional affiliations include the Society for Indusuial
and Applied Mathematics, the Mathematical Association of
America, the Sociery of Rheology, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, the New York Academy of Science, the
American Academy of Mechanics, and the [mernational Plat
form Association.

Career Programs...
AMCCOM Establishes Ammunition Career Program

Establishment of an Ammunition Specialist Civilian Career
Program at the U.S. Army Defense Ammunition Center and
School, Savanna, Ii, has been announced by the U.S. Army
Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command.

The program includes an intensive 2-year training course
that is described as ammunition from A to Z, according to MG
James S. Welch, director of Supply, Maintenance and Trans
portation at the Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command. "The ammunition specialist we are training will be
familiar with ammunition from the time it begins manufacture
until it is flIed by the troops in the field," says MG Welch.

The course includes production, storage, inventory, main
tenance, packing, shipping and even disposal of the ammu
nition. DARCOM Commander GEN Donald R. Keith has
been designated as the career program's functional chief with
MG Welch as the functional chiefs representative. Career pro
gram operations and the intensive training provided to interns
is accomplished at the ammunition center.

Open to government employees with a background in sup
ply, maintenance, production or transportation in addition co
outside candidates, the program, in most cases, offers entry
level acceptance at the GS-4 grade. However, there may. be
some exceptions based on experience. Generally, candidates
must have three years of responsible experience which provides
a general knowledge of one or more aspects of a career field.

Previously, an installation handling ammunition would get
a supply specialist trained in general supply, but knowing very
lime about the peculiarities of ammunition. Subsequently,
the supply specialist was scm to the ammunition center co
learn about ammunition. The new careet program will include
recruitment, training, and then placement of those complet
ing ~e program into jobs within the DOD ammunition com
mUDlty.

The ammunition specialist intern training is a comprehen
sive program and deals with ammunition ranging from a .22
caliber bullet all the way up to a Pershing II nuclear weapon.

The program starts with 58 weeks of classroom training at
the ammunition center. followed by 44 weeks of on-the-job
training at selected ammunition installations and command
headquarters having ammunition missions.

The Army discovered an increasing need for the ammo spe
cialist during the last decade as a significant loss of expertise oc
cUITed in the field due to arrrition. In addition, a stUdy showed
that the aging workforce received infrequent training and that
little conformiry existed in their duties.

The need for ammo specialists is expected to grow from a
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COL M. F. Roth

Service Medal, the Vietnam Service Medal. Republic of Viet
nam Campaign Medals. the Parachutists Badge and the Army
General Staff Badge.

Top Chosen as WRAIR Director/Commandant

The U.S. Army Medical R&D Command has armounced
that COL Franklin H. Top Jr., MC. has been selected to sue·
ceed BG Philip K. Russell, MC, as director/commandant of
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research. BG Russell has as·
sumed command of Fitzsimons Army Medical Center. Aurora,
CO.

Cal Top has served for the past two years as commander,
U.S. Army Medical Research Institute for Chemical Defense
(USAMRICD). He received a BS degree (1957) and an MD
(1961) from Yale University. Following pediatric intern and
residency training at the University of Minnesota Hospital, Dr.
Top reported for active duty in 1966.

He served in WRAIR's Division of Communicable Disease
and Immunology until 1970, when he reponed to WRAIR's
SEATO component in Bangkok, Thailand. From 1972 to 1973
he was deputy director of the SEATO component. before re
turning to the WRAIR as chief. Department of Virus Diseases.
Division of Communicable Disease: & Immunology.

In 1978 COL Top was professor of Pediatrics. Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences. From 1979 until assum·
ing command of the USAMRICD in 1981, COL Top was
deputy director of the WRAIR.

Roth Commands, Directs Cold Regions Lab

COL Morton F. Roth has assumed new duties as commander
and director, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineer·
ing Laboratoty (USACRREL), Hanover, NH. This assignment
follows a tour as director. Defense Mapping Agency Inter·
American Geodetic Survey. in both Panama and Fort Sam
Houston, TX.

Graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point in
1957. COL Roth received his master's degree in civil engineer
ing from Ohio State University in 1962. Additionally, he is a
graduate of both the Army Command and General Staff Col·
lege and the Army War College. A registered professional
engineer in Ohio. COL Roth is airborne qualified and holds a
private pilot's license.

During 1975-78, he served as NATO pipeline engineer.
Allied Forces Central Europe. Naples. Italy. He was a battalion
commands and installation en
gineer. Vietnam. in 1971-72.
and was the mapping, charting
and geodetic officer for the
Atlantic Command. Norfolk.
VA. from 1968-71.

COL Roth's awards include
the Defense Superior Service
Medal. legion of Merit, Bronze
Star Medal (two awards). Meri·
torious Service Medal, Air
Medal, Joint Service Commen
dation Medal, and Army Com
mendation Medal.

Saunders Succeeds Hayes as Natick Commander

COL David L. Saunders has
succeeded COL(P) James S.
Hayes as commander of the
U.S. Army Natick Rc:sc:arch and
Devdopment Center. Natick:.
MA.

COL Saunders had been serv
ing as chief. Troop Suppon
Division. Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff. Logistics, De
partment of the Army. Wasb-

COL D L Sa d
in~on. DC.. prior to his

. . un ers arnval at Natick.
Saunders entered the Army in May 1959 after receiving a BS

degree in te:xtile engineering from North Carolina Scate
University in 1959. He subsequendy earned a Master's Degree
in te:xtile engineering from Georgia Institute of Tc:chnology in
1970. A graduate of the Quarrermaster School Basic and Ad
vanced Courses, the U.S. Army Command and General Staff
College and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. COL
Saunders completed three assignments in Germany and two
tours of duty in Vietnam as well as several command positions
within the Scates.

Among his awards and decorations are the Bronze Star
Medal with V device and two Oak Leaf Clusters (OlC). the
Meritorious Service Medal with two OlC. the Air Medal. Pur
ple Hearr. the Army Commendation Medal with two OlC and
the General Staff Identification Badge.

Bulger Commands Army's Belvoir R&D Center

COL Dennis B. Bulger has
assumed cominand of the Bd
voir Research and Devdopment
Center. formerly the U.S. Army
Mobility Equipment R&D
Command. Fon Belvoir, VA.
He succeeds COL Theodore
Vander Els, now director of
Combat Developments and the
Army Engineer School.

COL Bulger became the
~enter's commander after serv- COL D. B. Bul er
109 a year Wlth the U.S. Army g
Inspector General Agency. Immediatdy prior to that period,
he was assigned to the Office of the Army Deputy Chief of
Staff for Research. Development and Acquisition.

Since receiving his commission following graduation from
Clarkson College in 1962, COL Bulger has had a variety of
assignments, including duty with trOOps. civil works. facility
engineering and research and development. His tours have
included Hawaii, Vietnam, Panama and Korea. as well as the
conrinental United States.

In addition to a BS degree in engineering, COL Bulger holds
an MS in civil engineering from Clarkson and an MBA in pro
curement and contracting from George Washington Univer·
sity. He is also a graduate of the National War College and a
registered professional engineer in New Yark.

COL Bulger has been awarded the Bronze Star for Valor with
oak leaf cluster (OLC). the Meritorious Service Medal with four
OLCs, the Army Commendation Medal. the National Defense
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The Secretary of the Army Research and Study Fellowship
In the summer of 1981, Dr. Samuel Colbeck of the

U.S. Army Cold Re8ions Research and Engineering
Laboratory packed hlS bags and headed for the Swiss
Federal Snow and Avalanche Institute at Davos, Swit·
zerland, to study the changes in crystaline properties
of snow. A year earlier, Dr. Hain Soicher of the U.S.
Army Communications R&D Command had board·
ed a plane with his family_ and flew to Haifa, Israel, to
Study the propagation effects of low elevation signals
along earth Ispace paths at the Israel Institute of
Technology. Both scientists studied under the aus
pices of the Secretary of the Army Research and Study
Fellowship Program.

First established in 1956, these Fellowships are
awarded to encourage the discovery, development
and increased use of the best creative talents among
our outstanding career civilians. Experience has
shown that the ~reatest contribution to the develop
ment and retenuon of outstanding employees derives
from the 0pJ;>0rtuniey to participate in. activities which
permit creauve thinking. These Fellowships provide a
significant means for accomplishing this objective. By
malcing available opportUnities for research and study
in fields vital to Army missions, mutual benefits
accrue both to the individual Fellow and to the
:.nny.

The objective of this article is to alert engineers,
scientists, and other researchers to the possibilities
ofThe Secretary of the Army Research and Study Fel
lowship. A Research and Study Fellowship enables
the recipient to spend not less than 6 nor more than
12 months in full-time study or research in connec
tion with a specifically approved project. This project
is initially proposed by the applicant and may include
study in residence at an institution ofhigher leaming
of the individual's choice, in this country or abroad,
or in some comparable educational or research activity.

While the study project is normally proposed by
the individual, this does not preclude an organization
or activity initiated Study/roject. These Fellowships,
however, are not intende as a substitute for research
which should be conducted on a normal on·duey
basis and financed through other currently available
appropriations.

Prerequisites for requesting nomination to this
program are as follows: the nominee should occupy a

Statement of Ownership, Management, and Circula·
cion (required by 30 USC 3685). The name of the
publication is Army Research, Dellelopment & Ac
quisition, an official periodical of the Department of
the Army, published bimonthly at HQ, U.S. Army
Materiel Development and Readiness Command,
Alexandria, Virginia. Publisher and editor: LTC
David G. Kirkpatrick, DRCDE·XM, Alexandria,
Virginia, 22333. Extent and nature of circulation:
Figures that follow are average number of copies of
each issue for the preceding 12 months for the

position at the G5-12 grade level or above; should
have at least five years consecutive Federal Govern
ment experience; and should have demonstrated out
standing work achievement, progress and accom·
plishment within DA.

Application for the Secretary of the Army Research
and Study Fellowship is completed in accordance
with directions proviaed in AR 690-400. Chapter
410, Subchapter 13. Employee development special.
ists in the Civilian Personnel Office Training and
Development Branch of most organizations provide
assistance and counseling in the preparation of the
nomination package. Each recipient of a Fellowship
will be paid as if in a work status during the 6 to 12
months of the study project, although he or she is
relieved of other duties during that time. Travel and
up to 55 percent per diem are also among the
benefits of this program.

Submission and processing of applications are as
follows:

• Fellowship applications and proposed study
projeets are submitted by employees at any
time.

• Evaluation by a panel at activity level.
• Endorsement by activity commander.
• Intermediate reviews at each successive level of

command.
• Evaluation of study project by interested staff
~ency.

• Final review by Executive and Professional
Development Committee, composed of top
level officials specifically designated to admin·
ister the fellowship program.

• The committee submits its recommendations to
the Under Secretary of the Army who makes
final decision.

The Army is interested in providing opportunities
for professional growth of Its talented and gifted
researchers. It is up to the researchers to apply their
creativity toward malcing application for this excellent
program.

The preceding article was authored by Joel Kuhn,
an employee dellelopment specialist with the
U.S. Amzy CilliliJ:Jn Personnel Center, Alexandria,
VA.

categories listed. Printed: 28,182. Total paid circula
tion, sold through the Government Printing Office:
1,530. Free distribution by mail, carrier, or other
means: 26,627. Total distribution: 28,157. Copies
not distributed in above manner: 25. Actual number
of copies of a single issue published nearest to the fIl·
ing date: 28,262.

I certify that this statement made above by me is cor·
reet and complete: LTC David G. Kirkpatrick,
Editor, 26 September 1983.
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